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Abstract 

The Shaky Hand is a multi-input, multi-output laboratory demonstrator which is modelled 

on a village f6te game. In the original, the aim is to guide, by hand, a wire loop along a wire 

which has been bent to form a meandering track, without touching the loop to the wire. In 

the original game, touching the hand-held loop against the wire track sets off a loud warning 
bell and the player loses. 

The thesis presents the research work associated with the quest for practical solutions to a 

generic problem: the correct operation of a fallible system. The work covers three distinct 

areas: modelling of the demonstrator, design and construction of a physical system, and 

evolution of algorithms for control of the demonstrator in practice in the presence of sensor 
faults, using Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP). The third area forms the core of the 

thesis. The key challenges in creating the virtual environment to train for generic sensor fault 

tolerant algorithms are considered and addressed. The evolved algorithms are analysed and 

then verified using the demonstrator in practice. The practical results showed that sensor 

fault tolerant control was successfully achieved. 
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1.1 Introduction 

The thesis presents the reseaxch work associated with the quest for practical solutions to a 

generic problem: the correct operation of a fallible system. The work has produced a final 

fall-back system which will provide safe, if degraded, performance of a system when all other 

fault tolerance mechanisms, based upon multiple redundancy of sensors, cease to be available. 

1.1.1 Sensor Fault tolerance 

A control system capable of tolerating a failure is referred as a fault tolerant control system 
(FTCS). An overview paper by Patton [29] covers a wide range of literatures, studies and 

applications on the axea of FTCS. However, as Wu [35] pointed out, the overview paper does 

not discuss much about sensor fault tolerant control. Sensors on a physical system provide 

the most important information: the status of the system and/or the environment in which 

the system is situated. However, sensors axe subject to failure. A faulty sensor signal may 

15 
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lead to wrong control system behaviour and bring on an undesirable situation for the system 

if there is no means for fault tolerance. Wu [351 states that the reason for less literature on 

sensor fault tolerant control is because the critical role of measured variables in a controlled 

system makes it necessary to keep sensor reliability high, which is often achieved through 

the use of direct (hardware) redundancy. This means that multiple sensors are utilised for 

majority voting for the selection of healthy sensors. Also, a faulty sensor can be replaced, 

physically, by spare sensors, if they exist. In combination with direct redundancy, or on 

its own, analytical redundancy can also be used as part of the FTCS design. Analytical 

redundancy is provided by a model of the system variable of concern, and produces an 

estimated value in lieu of the faulty sensor. Sensor redundancy may increase reliability but 

it has some drawbacks. Direct redundancy adds costs for the extra sensors used and it 

may cause inconvenience in installations if weight, size or maintenance axe considered. For 

example, a physical system may already be built and it may be required to add sensor fault 

tolerance afterwards. Analytical redundancy is based upon model information of the system 

variable concerned, so it suffers more from system non-linearity and parameter or model 

uncertainty [29], compared with direct redundancy. 
FTCS involves fault detection scheme such as the fault detection and isolation unit (FDI). 

It is the same for the sensor FTCS. The emphasis is placed on error detection in the sensors. 
The FTCS then takes decisions as to whether to continue the operation in degraded mode 

or to stop the operation. The degree of redundancy and the remaining resources axe often 

considered in the decision-making process. FTCS may either use extra sensors, or reconfigure 

the control laws. For example, in a control system with a sliding mode observer unit [9][4], 

faulty sensors axe replaced by their estimations. 
Here, the author offers an alternative method for tolerating sensor failure in a control system, 

where multiple sensors are required for measurement, without reconfiguring the control laws, 

or without having to estimate the correct values from the faulty sensor values. This is achieved 

by focusing on generating the correct inputs to the controller which are normally calculated 
based on the working sensor values. A type of evolutionary algorithm called Cartesian Genetic 

Programming (CGP) [251 attempts to evolve algorithms which can generate the appropriate 

controller input values but using only the remaining, working sensors. The evolved algorithms 

are tested through systematic analysis, in simulation, and finally in practice using a suitable 
demonstrator (see Section 2.1). The work assumes a fault detection mechanism exists which 

Simply switches to the novel evolved algorithms in the event of detecting a sensor failure. 

In this event, degraded, yet acceptable operations are achieved. Using only the remaining 
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sensors means that spare sensors are not necessary, reducing the cost or inconvenience in the 

system hardware design. However, they can be used as an adjunct to direct redundancy for 

higher reliability when all else has failed. The method presented in this thesis is adaptable 

to a wide range of control systems. 
It is worth noting another area of research on sensor fault tolerant system which uses evolvable 

hardware [131. (This is a new concept in the development of online adaptive machines [7]. ) 

Multiple sensor inputs axe connected to a programmable device which employs evolutionary 

algorithms. The hardware structure can be reconfigured. in response to sensor failures, online 

and autonomously. The system seems to be robust and performs better than the conventional 
hardware, but is applicable only to systems with slow dynamics. The concept of this area 

of research is different from the work in the thesis in which the generation of the algorithms 
by CGP is offline i. e. th6 evolution takes place at the design stage. Offline applications of 

evolutionary algorithms have been popular and successful [101 whereas online applications 

raise difficulties with poor response times that directly affect the overall performance of the 

system. 

1.1.2 Brief Introduction to Evolutionary Algorithms 

Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are now briefly introduced. However, the emphasis will be 

on CGP which has been a major research subject in the Intelligent Systems Group at the 

University of York over several years [12][24][341, and whose application is the main topic of 

this thesis. 

Evolutionary algorithms are a robust search and optimisation methodology and are based on 

the Darwinian principle of the survival of the fittest. A basic idea is that genetic operators 

(crossovers/mutations/recombinations) are applied to parental solutions (chromosomes) to 

produce offspring in a population. Fitter solutions with the environment remain (survive) 

into subsequent generations. One of main goals of EAs is to simulate the evolutionary process 

in a computer [6]. Overview papers on EAs for control system engineering can be found at 

[51 and [10]. Fleming [10] highlights the special properties of EAs which profit control-related 

topics. He states that EAs cope well with ill-behaved cost landscapes exhibiting such prop- 

erties as multi-modality, discontinuity, time-variance, randomness, and noise. Each of them 

can cause severe difficulties for traditional computational search methods. There axe four ap- 

proaches within EAs: Evolutionary Strategies (ES) [21, Evolutionary Programming (EP) [11], 

Genetic Algorithms (GA) [141 and Genetic Programming (GP) [16]. A brief introduction on 
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them and their applications can be found in a paper by Coello, [6]. The basic procedure of 

an EA is: 

1. Initialise the population. 

2. Evaluate the individuals in the population. 

3. Select the solution(s) according to the fitness. 

4. Apply genetic operators and produce offipring. 

5. Repeat from procedure 2 until a stopping criterion (e. g. a certain number of generations 

or a desired response from the offspring) is achieved. 

ES were developed as a simple optimization algorithm where a set of random changes axe ap- 

plied to a parent solution. The original form was (1+1)ES, as it consisted of a single parent, 

which was subject to a random change (mutation) to produce an offspring. The fitter solution 

of the two is chosen for the next generation. A variety of evolutionary strategies have been 

proposed over the years. The basic algorithm is similar for EP, but a variety, of mutation oP- 

erators are normally available. The mutation operators are often adaptive such that different 

adaption rates may be used for each decision variable within an individual [5]. The selection 

method is probabilistic unlike ES whose selection method is deterministic [6]. EP does not 

use recombination but, rather, mutation. Thus the behavioural links between parents and off- 

spring (genetical similarity) are emphasized. In GA, the solution representations axe encoded, 

unlike ES and EP. Traditionally, a binary encoding is used [141. Cost/fitness functions axe 

applied to measure the quality of solutions. GP, first introduced by Cramer [28] in 1985, used 

GA to evolve tree-structured and string-based computer programs. It is a search technique 

inspired by biological evolution to evolve computer programs in a population according to a 

fitness measure defined by the user. Traditionally, in the tree representation, every tree node 

has an operator function and every terminal node has an operand [16][17]. The evolution 

process normally involves crossover and mutation. CGP is a different format of GP and was 

developed by Miller [25][211 for the purpose of evolving digital circuits. It has proven to be 

highly efficient in learning Boolean functions over standard GP methods. With CGP [25], 

computer programs in a population are mapped to directed graphs rather than trees and the 

genotype is represented by a string of integers rather than the high level program statements 

often favoured by a tree-structure GP. This technique originally only involved mutation. Im- 

Portant benefits of CGP over standard GP methods are that the evolution is bloat free and 
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has faster evolution through neutral search [12]. Bloat free, because the length of a genotype 

is fixed and its manipulation does not add extra integers, whereas the code growth or the 

bloat problem in GP may lead to excessive pressure on system resources and unsatisfactory 

convergence [3]. Neutrality, refers to the presence of multiple genotypes of the same fitness 

in a population. This has a potential for changing the future genotype dynamically [26] [33]. 

The genotype in CGP represents connections and functionalities of a rectangulax axray of 

primitive functions (see Section 5.2) and a large amount of redundancy is involved. Some of 

the genotype, including functional block nodes and input nodes, are not used in the graphs 

and have the potential to add neutrality. The inactive nodes may undergo neutral change 

and become activated later. 

1.2 Background 

The author's interest in building an artificial intelligent control system in practice was initially 

inspired by the research work on Skylon [31] [32], a single stage to orbit re-useable launch 

vehicle, in the Control Systems Laboratory of the University of York [20][27]. Currently in 

development by Reaction Engines Limited, the vehicle is designed to lower launch costs to 

around one tenth of the current value and reduce long-term operating costs even further. To 

reduce both development and operating costs, Skylon is entirely un-manned and un-piloted. 

From before takeoff until after landing the vehicle should be entirely autonomous, including 

during all possible abort scenarios. This feature, combined with the extended flight envelope 
(an extremely wide operating regime) and an unstable airframe (in aerodynamic flight and 

possibly beyond) presents a challenging control problem. Particularly during ascent and 

re-entry, all decisions made by the vehicle control systems are safety-critical and hard real- 

time. There is no potential for standby states to allow further computation in the case of 

unexpected failure modes. The Control Systems Laboratory has been working on this subject 

using multi-agent systems [20]. Applying intelligent control to the actual system in practice, 
however, is not an option. Therefore there has been a need to build a physical platform 

which is suitable to test aspects of intelligent control in practice. For this purpose, a generic 
demonstrator, which we have named Shaky Hand (see Section 2.1) was chosen. 
The Shaky Hand was modelled on a village f6te game. In the original game, the aim is to 

guide, by hand, a wire loop along a meandering wire track from one end to another, without 
touching the loop to the wire. When the loop touches the wire an electrical circuit is made 

and an alarm is set off. Using sensors and motors, we produced the automated equivalent 
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in the form of an x-y plotter. Two rotary DC motors drive the "hand-held loop" by way of 

a long threaded steel rod in a lead-screw arrangement. The loop can be rotated by a third 

drive motor to keep the plane of the loop perpendicular to the wire. The Shaky Hand utilises 

seven sensors in total. Data from the sensors are integrated to give out information about 
the status of the system (orientation of the loop with respect to the track and the speed at 

which the loop is traveling along the track). Because of this integration process from data to 

information, it can be said that the Shaky Hand represents a natural model of a real industrial 

machine. The Shaky Hand is simple but has a fairly large number of inputs and outputs and 

also has well established goals. These factors make the Shaky Hand an ideal sensor-agent 
platform. The Shaky Hand is especially suitable for testing sensor fault tolerant and data 

fusion techniques due to its multiple sensor environment and also because the the quality of 

sensor data affects the quality of the output information. One can compensate or enhance the 

sensor data using these techniques to improve the quality of the output information. As part 
of a larger research initiative to build a multi-agent control system, the author was tasked to 

consider the evolution of sensor fault tolerance for the Shaky Hand system using Cartesian 
Genetic Programming (CGP). Sensors play one of the most important roles in real world 
machines as a faulty sensor signal may lead to wrong control system behaviour and bring on 

an undesirable situation for the system if there is no means for fault tolerance as mentioned 
in Section 1.1.1. 

CGP has been a major research subject in Intelligent Systems Group at the University of 
York as mentioned in Section 1.1.2. CGP has demonstrated its effectiveness in learning 

Boolean functions over conventional GP [21] and has been applied in variety of applications. 
The applications include digital circuit designs [23], image filter and its implementation in 

FPGA [19][30], artificial life [121, bio-inspired developmental models [22], and evolutionary 

art [1][8]. However, the use of CGP in sensor fault tolerant control application has not been 

explored before. The CGP based sensor fault tolerant control is novel in the field of the sensor 
fault tolerant application as well. Since the outcome of CGP can be analysed, the system 

reliability can be raised, and this can be considered practical. These axe the motivations for 

applying CGP for the sensor fault tolerant application. The work demonstrates that sensor 
fault control applications can benefit from the use of CGP. The algorithms with sensor fault 

tolerance are evolved. Parameters and methods used in CGP are explored in order to establish 

a method to evolve generic solutions. 
Most of the initial design and part of the construction of the physical system had already 
been carried out by Liao [18] when the author started the research. The initial aim of the 
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research was to revise the design and then complete the Shaky Hand physical system. The 

author provided the most of the electrical circuit designs, created all the models and wrote 

all the control software. 

1.3 Thesis Structure 

The thesis begins by introducing the demonstrator, the Shaky Hand. Development of the 
Shaky Hand hardware dynamic models is described in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the 

control system models. All the models developed are implemented using Simulink [15] for 

the simulation. Practical implementation is also described later. In Chapter 4, design and 
construction of the Physical system, including both mechanical and electrical aspects are 
detailed. Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) [25] is then introduced in Chapter 5 as a 
method for evolving the algorithms for sensor fault tolerant control of the Shaky Hand. The 

newly-established work is tested in both simulation and practice. The results are shown and 
analysed. Finally, the work is concluded in Chapter 6 together with the recommendation for 
further work. 

1.4 Contributions 

This section lists the novel contributions provided by this thesis. 

* Design and construction of a novel laboratory demonstrator suitable for sensor fault 

tolerant control/data fusion application. 

* Novel exploitation of the potential algorithmic space using CGP a task we consider to 

be difficult or impossible using a pen and paper approach. 

e Establishment of a novel CGP method for producing generic solutions. 

* Production of novel fault tolerant solutions. 

Applied in practice: results shows that the Shaky Hand fails gracefully (degradation is 

kept to minimum). 
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2.1 Introducing the Shaky Hand 

In this chapter, the novel laboratory demonstrator which we named Shaky Hand is introduced 

followed by the development of the Shaky Hand Haxdware system model. 

2.1.1 The Shaky Hand Game 

The Shaky Hand game was devised as a generic technology demonstrator and was modelled 

on a village f6te game. In the original game, as shown in Figure 2.1, the aim is to guide, by 

hand, a wire loop along a meandering wire track from one end to another, without touching 

the loop to the wire. When the loop touches the wire an electrical circuit is made and an 

alarm is set off. 

wire 

sl 

ll--ý 
Figure 2.1: outline of the Shaky Hand game 

The Shaky Hand follows this model. However, the loop is guided by a flat bed plotter 

arrangement with x and y translational drive motors as shown in Figure 2.2. These are 

rotary DC motors, driving their load by way of a long threaded steel rod in a lead-screw 

arrangement. The loop can be rotated by a third drive motor to keep the plane of the loop 

perpendicular to the wire. Again, this uses a DC motor, this time driving the loop rotation 
through a reduction gearbox. Four inductor coils are provided on a plate just below the wire 
to allow the proximity and orientation of the wire to be sensed as illustrated in Figure 2.3. 

To facilitate this, the wire carries an alternating current of appropriate magnitude and 
frequency. A basic relationship between the emf coupled into the coil sensor and the proximity 
is assumed, where the magnitude of the induced emf is inversely proportional to the proximity. 
The output voltages from the four coil sensors are then amplified and converted into DC 
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Figure 2.2: Mechanising the Shaky Hand gaine 

Figure 2.3: The Shaky Hand garne pickup plate 

signals and presented to a PC based analogue data acquisition caxd. 

2.1.2 Creating a Game Scenario 

To make an interesting scenario for development we must define a set of game 'rules'. The 

main aim does not change from above, i. e. the loop must be guided from one end of the 

wire to the other. The central constraint also still stands, i. e. that the loop should never 
touch the wire. The loop size is defined by the sensor positions and so the wire should never 
touch the sensors. To make this explicit we define this as a failure that constitutes the end 
of a run and a catastrophic failure. However, the problem does not yet contain any time 

constraints. The system may stop the movement of the loop as it decides what action to take 

next. So we introduce a time constraint into the system by defining another catastrophic 

, -, "y-ýranslate 
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failure condition: the speed of the loop along the wire direction shall be kept at a defined 

level vs which is non-zero. 

2.1.3 A Centralised Control Solution 

We will first examine the necessary processes involved in solving the game scenario proposed 

above using a centralised control system. In order to create a model for the system which 

allows control independently of wire shape we must split the model into two sections, each 

working in a different frame of reference. The fixed frame has x and y axes aligned with the 

lead screws. The plate frame of reference has axes aligned with the plate with the x axis being 

parallel to the direction of motion. The angle of the plate in the fixed frame, 0, provides the 

mapping between the two frames. 

The centralised system has four inductor inputs; we will index these as inputs A through D 
(see Figure 2.4). 

p1. qt. p 

Figure 2.4: Layout of indexed inductor pickups 

These will be processed to give two further error outputs, the linear error ratio (el): 

A+B (2.1) 
C+D 

and the mean diagonal difference (ed): 

A+D 
C+B 

(2.2) 

The existence of ed implies that the loop is not locally perpendicular to the wire and has an 

CD 
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angular offset, whilst the existence of el implies that wire is not passing through the center 

of the loop, but has a lateral offset. 

Using the angle of the plate assembly in the fixed frame, 0, the difference errors may be 

processed to give commands to the three drive motors: x-axis drive, y-axis drive and loop 

rotate. The x- and y-axis translational errors ( e., and ey respectively) can be defined as: 

e., = Ktel cos(0) (2.3) 

e. = Kteisin(0) (2.4) 

where Kt is a scaling constant. 

The angular displacemed error (eo) can be defined as: 

eo = tan-l(Koed) (2.5) 

where KO is a second scaling constant. 

The drives to the translational motors also depend on 0 in order to obtain a constant forward 

speed v: 

vx =v Cos (0) (2.6) 

VY =v sin(o) (2.7) 

Using these relationships we may identify distinct behavioural patterns. The simplest be- 

haviour is forward motion, at a constant speed. For a straight wire, this would drive the 

loop from one end of the wire track to another. On top of this behaviour we must add wire 

collision avoidance. This falls into two categories: translational adjustment and rotational 
adjustment. We can further subdivide translational adjustment into x- and y-axis adjust- 
ments. 

The behaviors should be layered as follows: 

* Forward motion Using input from the rotational position sensor to calculate v, ý and 
vy (Equations 2.6 and 2.7). 
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* x-axis adjustment Using inductor coil inputs to calculate e. (Equation 2.3). 

e y-axis adjustment Using inductor coil inputs to calculate ey (Equation 2.4). 

* Rotation adjustment Using inductor coil inputs to calculate eo (Equation 2.5). 

The outputs from each of the behaviours can be summed to give the total outputs for the 

three drive motors. 

2.2 Modelling the Shaky Hand Hardware 

The Shaky Hand system model has been created in Simulink [1], a tool for modelling, sim- 

ulating and analyzing multi-domain dynamic systems, in the Matlab [21 environment. The 

model can be split into two parts, the Shaky Hand Hardware block and the control system 

block, as shown in Figure 2.5. 

Coil Voltage x4 vx 
Shaky Hand 

Control System -_ 
Hardware Velocities (K and Y) VY d VY 

vz--- 
I Potentiometer output 

V11v 

Figure 2.5: Overview of the Shaky Hand m(ýdel structure 

The Hardware block describes all the haxdware components used to construct the Shaky 

Hand, passing essential information to the Control System block and receiving the feedback 

signals from it. The Control System block describes how the signals from the Hardware 

components are processed and axe converted into appropriate motor signals. Separating the 

models into hardware and software blocks mimics the Shaky Hand system in practice and 

also allows the control method to be altered easily without affecting the working function of 

the hardware component. This chapter concentrates on the work on the Hardware block of 

the Shaky Hand system model. Essential parts of Shaky Hand Hardware are analysed and 
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are then developed mathematically. The full dynamic model of the Shaky Hand system may 
be split into 5 components: 

* DC motor model. 

* Detection coil induced voltage model. 

s Wire model. 

* Potentiometer model. 

e Encoder model. 

In the Shaky Hand, three motors namely, top-, X- and Y-motors, are used to provide rota, 
tional and linear motion of the plate. These three motor models are now developed. The 

top-motor gives rotational motion whereas the X- and Y-motors provide linear motion to 

the plate. Because of the differences in how each motor is physically implemented in the 
Shaky Hand system in practice, the mechanical drive models are different for each motor. 
For example, the load applied to each motor is different. The motor models are detailed 

in Section 2.3. The detection coil voltage model, described in Section 2.4, shows how an 

electromotive force (emf) is induced in the coils by the wire track which is carrying current. 
The wire model used in the simulation is presented in Section 2.5. The motor motions are 

measured by a potentiometer model and two X- and Y-encoder models to determine the 

positions of the plate relative to the base frame of the Shaky Hand and the speed at which 
the plate is travelling. Those models are outlined in Sections 2.6 and 2.7 respectively. The 

inputs to the Hardwaxe block are the three motor signals and the outputs from the Hardware 
block are: 

9 Four coil sensor output voltages. 

Velocities of the plate in both X- and Y-directions measured by the X- and Y-shaft 

encoders. 

* An angular displacement voltage presented by the potentiometer. 

The logic of the Hardware block is briefly explained first, followed by the detailed model 
developments. All the developed models in this chapter are then summarised at the end. 
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It is assumed that the position of the plate, X and Y, the plate angle relative to the base frame, 

0, and the velocities of the plate in the X- and Y-directions are known from the outputs of 
the coil sensors, the shaft encoders and the potentiometer. The wire track function, y=f (x) 

is user-defined. Figure 2.6 describes the relationship between the plate and the wire track 

relative to the base frame of the Shaky Hand. 

Track 

Plate 
B 

Direction of travel 0=0 

Figure 2.6: Relationship between the plate and the wire track relative to the base frame 

Linear and angular velocities of the plate are known from the motor models. The encoder 

models convert the velocities into the plate displacement. From these models together with 
the wire model, the lateral offset error, a, and the local slope, L, of the wire track at the 

current position can be obtained. 0 measured by the potentiometer model is used to eval- 

uate the angle of the plate relative to the wire track, 0. Using the obtained a and 0, the 

corresponding sensor output voltages are found out. 

2.3 DC Motor Model 

The DC motors used in the Shaky Hand are A-max-22 Maxon DC motors [4]. The motor 
models have been constructed by analysing the electrical and the mechanical parts of each 
motor. Rom the models, the angular velocity and the X- and the Y-linear velocities of the 

plate are extracted. 
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The electrical part relates the output torque produced by the DC motor to the continuous 

input voltage applied as shown in Figure 2.7. 

I'm 

Figure 2.7: DC motor electrical part modelling 

where, 

Vm Input voltage applied to the motor 

Rm Resistance of the motor windings 

Lm = Inductance of the motor windings 
I= Current through the motor 

E=k. w. 

4, = Electromotive force (emf) constant 
E= Back emf produced by the rotor movement 

w,,, = Angular velocity of the motor 

Tm = Output torque of the motor 

When voltage V.. is applied to the motor, this results in current, I, flowing through the 

resistance (R,,, ) and the inductance (L,, ) of the motor windings. The movement of the rotor 

results in a back emf, E. This can be expressed as: 

V .. (t) = R,,, I(t) + L, 
dI Lt) 

+E (2.8) 
dt 

Taking a Laplace transform; 

V .. (s) = R,,, I(s) + sL,,, I(s) +E (2.9) 

Vm -E= RmI + sLmI (2.10) 

Rm Lm 
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The back emf is proportional to the rotational velocity: 

E oc w,,, or (2.11) 

E= kw,,, (2.12) 

This constant k,, also relates the current flowing in the motor windings to the output torque 

of the motor, Tm: 

kj (2.13) 

Lm (2.14) 
k", 

Substituting Equations 2.12 and 2.14 into Equation 2.10 gives: 

Vm - kmw, : ý2Tm 
+ 

Lm 
sTm (2.15) km k", 

Lm R, 
T 9T km 

kmwm + V.. (2.16) 

Wm + 
k,. � V T m Lm Lm 

(2.17) 

2.3.2 DC Motor Mechanical Part Analysis 

The mechanical drive between the motors, the rotating plate assembly and the linear motion 
assemblies (carriages) are now modelled. The effects of the gearing systems used and of the 

viscous friction must be considered. For simplicity, Coulomb friction, stiction and backlash are 
initially assumed to be negligible. The assembly structures are also assumed to be perfectly 

rigid. 
There are three motors attached to the Shaky Hand. The top-motor rotationally drives 

the combined plate and the pick-up assembly through a gearbox. The X- and Y-motors 

provide the X and Y linear motions respectively. Because of the different mechanical drive 

structure of the motors, the X- and Y-motors are modelled differently from the top-motor. 
The three motors are, for simplicity, modelled as the inertia of the motor armature, Im, 

through Newton's second law of motion: 

Tm = I. Cým (2.18) 
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where T.. is the motor torque and cý.. is the motor angular acceleration. 

Rotary Mechanical Drive Model 

The top-motor can be characterised as shown in Figure 2.8. The plate and the pickup 

motinx Gear Lý Carriage 

T. 
> T;, T,, 

p 
llý 

Figure 2.8: Block diagram of the motor attached to the plate and the pick-up assembly 

assembly axe driven by a single DC motor through a gearbox and produces a plate torque, 
Tp, with angular velocity, wp. The gearing is assumed to be lossless, and backlash-free. 
Gearing can therefore be represented as a simple gain factor, K9, relating the plate torque, 
Tp, to the motor torque, Tm, 

Tp = KqT, (2.19) 

and also the angular velocity of the plate, wp, is derived, from. the angular velocity of the 

motor, wm, and the gearing. 

wm 

9 
wp= (2.20) 

The output torque is related to the angular acceleration of the plate through Newton's Second 
Law: 

TP = IP (ýp (2.21) 

where Ip is the inertia of the plate and the pickup assembly. 
There will be a viscous friction torque, Tfp, acting against this driving torque proportional 
to the angular velocity with a constant, Kjp: 

Tfp = Kfp wp (2.22) 
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Both the torques, Tp and Tfp, which act at the plate are reflected back to the torque produced 
by the motor, related by the gea. xing. The total torque at the top-motor is therefore, 

TT (2.23) TMTop = TM +fp+ Lfp 
Kg Kg 

FYom Equations 2.18,2.21 and 2.22, 

TmTop 
--Z Im (ýM + 

Ip 
. 

Kfp 
w (2.24) iýg wp+ Kg p 

This is further expanded using Equation 2.20; 

Ip 
. 

Kfp 
-wm+ wm (2.25) TMT. 

p = Im j)m + 42 KJ2 

= (IM + -ýL) CDM + : 
ýýf-p- 

WM (2.26) 
K2 K2 gg 

IR. eaxranging Equation 2.26 gives 

Wm (2.27) LDM =i- :IT, I MT. p IM + 
M+N g 

This is simplified into; 

K2 
LDM =9 TMT. 

p - WM (2.28) 
Im K92 +1 2+ 

p Im Ký' IP 

Linear Mechanical Drive Model 

The X- and Y-motors provide linear. motions in appropriate directions. The motions are 
created using backlash-free lead screws converting ýhe motor rotation into the linear motion 
through a gearbox. The linear mechanical drive model is characterised as shown in Figure 2.9. 

In a similar manner to the rotational gearbox, these rods have a conversion factor, K1, 
describing the change from the rotational displacement to the linear displacement. Unlike 
the dimensionless gearbox case, this 'gain' has dimensions of meters. 
The force on the caxriage; Fc, is related to the torque applied by the lead screws, T,,,. The 
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Motor Gear Carriage VC 
F, 

T. To %I- 
Ký 

Figure 2.9: Block diagram of the X- and Y-motors attached to the carriages 

velocity of the carriage, v., is related to its angular velocity, w,,. Hence, 

Fc = 
TM 

and (2.29) 
KI 

vc = KI w,, (2.30) 

Again, this gearing is assumed to be lossless initially for simplicity. The linear motion of the 

carriage carrying the plate can be derived using Newton's Second Law; 

F=Mi' (2.31) 

where M, is the mass of the carriage assembly. 
Both the X-, Y-lineax motions and the rotational motion suffer from friction in motion of 
the caxriages and the rotation at the beaxing respectively. The viscous friction torque, TY1, 

acting against the driving torque proportional to the lineax velocity, and force acting against 
the linear motion, Ff,, are modelled; all other friction effects are ignored. 

Tfl = Kfj w,,, (2.32) 

FfC = Kf, v, (2.33) 

Total force on the carriage is therefore; 

Fý - Ff c Mc ýbc (2.34) 

Fc - Kf c v, Mcbc (2.35) 

The force is reflected back through the gearbox to the motor. Substituting Equation 2.29 
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into Equation 2.35 gives; 

(2.36) T.. KI Mcbc + KI Kf c vc 

and from Equation 2.30, 

22 Tm Ki Mc cD,,, + Kj Kf c wm (2.37) 

Torque produced by the motor can be modelled using Newton's second law of motion as 
before. Adding the effect of the associated vicious friction as stated in Equation 2.32 gives; 

Tm - Kf I w,,, =I.. cým (2.38) 

Tm = Im cým + Kfi w, (2.39) 

Thus, the total torque at the X- and the Y-motor, T,,, xy, is obtained by adding Equations 2.37 

and 2.39 together. 

Tmxy = K2 M, + Kf v K12 w,, + I,,, + Kf I (2.40) 

2) Wm (Im + Ki Mc) cDm + (Kf I+ Kf, Ki (2.41) 

Rearranging Equation 2.41; 

Kfj + Kfc K2 
2 Mc 

TMXY -i wm (2.42) 
+ Ki lm+Kj Me 

2.3.3 DC Motor State Space Equations 

From the derived equations, state-space equations for each motor can be produced. 

For the top-motor model: 

R Z. 2 [ 
--M -it Tm m T, [WMI 

+ vm 
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The output of the top-motor is the angulax velocity of the plate, wp. 

lwTml 

For the X-motor; 

RM k2 [WT k, T Lm 11 
+ 

T, m m 
W0 ml 

ý 

[I,, 

ý+K, 2 M,: x 
-M 

m 
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The output of the X-motor is the lineax velocity of the caxriage in the X direction. This is 

represented as; 

vcx = 
[0 KI] 

r, 
[W" mm 

Similarly, for the Y-motor; 

Rn r, « T'm Lm "L 

In+KITMey Im+ , Mey 

m 

vcy = 
[0 Kl] 

r 
r7ý 

lw£mm. 
Table 2.1 summaxises the parameters and their values. They are obtained either from the 
data sheets or experimental measurements. 
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Abbreviations Definition Value 
Rm Resistance of the motor windings 13.6Q 
Lm Inductance of the motor windings 0.89mH 
k.. Electromotive Force Constant 17.1niNm/A 
KI Conversion ratio from angle of rotation to 

linear displacement 
2.143 x 10-4M 

Kg Gearbox gain 7 
Kfj 'Gain' in linear motion due to friction in 

motion of the carriage 
0 

Kfc 'Gain' in rotational motion due to friction 
in motion of the carriage at the bearing 

0 

Kfp Viscous friction torque at the bearing of 
the plate 

0 

I. Rotor inertia of the motor 3.970x 10-7 kgm 2 

iptop The moment of inertia of the plate assem- 
bly 

1.6077X 10-4kgM' 

MCX The mass of the carriage assembly on X- 
motor 

1.6752kg 

MCY The mass of the carriage assembly on Y- 
motor 

0.2924kg 

II 

Table 2.1: Date sheet for the motors 

2.4 Detection Coil Induced Voltage Model 

The electromagnetic coupling between the wire and each of the four inductors is considered 
in this section. For simplicity it is assumed that the wire is locally straight. This allows us to 

consider only the proximity of the closest point. A basic relationship is assumed between the 

emf coupled into the inductor, V1, and the proximity, 3, and frequency of the a. c. waveform 

on the wire, w as shown below. K is a constant term. 

w Vi oc (2.43) 

VI =Kw (2.44) 

Assuming the wire is locally straight, an expression for the proximity of the wire (8) in terms 

of the lateral offset between the center of the plate and the wire (a) and its angle of offset 
(0) both measured in a frame relative to the plate may be developed. The geometry of the 

plate is illustrated in Figure 2.10. 
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dM/2 

------------- 
.............. dy 

Vire 

ICI iD 

oil 
I d., /2 I II !, d -I 

Figure 2.10: Geometry of the pIate/wire interaction 

"B 
10 

ý 

uuiý 
its 

Consider only the inductor B in the first instance. An expression for JB when there is no 

lateral offset, a, may be developed as: 

d-ý 
y tan(o) (2.45) 

Adding the effect of a: 

,y=r (2.46) d 
-(a+ß) 2 

'Y COS (2.47) 

JB = 
[A 

- 
(a 

+A tan(0» 
] 

cos(0) (2.48) 
22 
dy 

_ ce cos (0) - 
ýx- 

sin (0) (2.49) (2 
2 
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Similaxly, expressions for SA, SC and JD can be developed. 

SA = 
(d' 

- a) cos (0) + 
dx 

sin(o) (2.50) 
22 

Sc =y +C) cos(o) _ 
d.,, 

sin(o) (2.51) 
( !L 

22 
dy d., SD = 

(2 
+ a) Cos (0) +2 sin(o) (2.52) 

Using small angle approximations, the expressions above can be simplified into: 

6A = 
ý'-' 

+ 
L" 

0-a 
22 

(2.53) 

6B = 
Ly 

x 
-L0-a 22 

(2.54) 

6c 
= 

ýy 
-T 

-L0+a (2.55) 
22 

6D = 
Ly 

+ 
Lx 

O+a 
22 

(2.56) 

Each inductor is connected to an LCR tuned circuit to give a resonant response at the 

energizing frequency of the signal on the wire (140KHz). The resulting induced signal is 
then amplified and passed through a first order, anti-aliasing filter. The emf generated in the 
inductor is inversely proportional to the distance S from the wire. Setting: 

VI (2.57) 

the amount of voltage induced by the emf is therefore 

Vc, ii = 
N14AI 

V, (2.58) 
C R,, 2 7r 

A Kc ", &VI, (2.59) 
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where 

43 

N= Number of turns of a coil 

it = Relative permeability 
A= Area of the windings 
I= Current flowing in the windings 
C= Capacitance of the windings 
R, n = Resistance of the windings 
K,, ij =A scaling constant 

The voltage value, calculated above, will be amplified by a non-inverting amplifier with gain, 
K,,,,, p. The amplified voltage is then converted to an rms value by a factor Kr... = V12. The 

rms voltage value from each inductor represents the output from this model and this is passed 

onto the Shaky Hand controller model. 

. *. 
V.,,,. = K,,,, il K,,,, p K,,,,. VI (2.60) 

K,, il Kmp Krm, 

Chapter 4 considers the physical constructions of the Shaky Hand hardware including all the 

circuitry designs. 

2.5 Wire Model 

The wire model enables the estimation of the positions of the center of the plate relative to 

the wire track. This gives the minimum distance between the center of the plate and the 

nearest point on the wire where it is perpendicular to the center of the plate. i. e. the lateral 

offset, a, to be found out. Once the coordinates of the plate and the wire track are known, 0 

can be also estimated using the known local slope of the track and the potentiometer output, 
0. 

The position search mechanism is based on the equation of a straight line. This was initially 

developed using Maple [3] and then implemented on Simulink [1] platform. Let us assume 
the following situation as illustrated in Figure 2.11. 
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Wire track (Y : -- f(x) ) 

Y. ) 

.. 
Local t ent at the point w 

I W=(X., y (x YJ 

Normal to the tangent 

x 

Figure 2.11: Wire model mechanism 

The wire track is defined by a known function- 

y= (2.62) 

c is the position of the centre of the plate. w is the nearest point on the wire track to the 

center of the plate. (ic7yc) and (x,,, y,,,, ) are the coordinates of those points respectively. The 

coordinate (xc7yc) is obtained from the encoders attached to the X- and Y-shafts. (xw, yw) 

must be estimated from this model. 

The equation of a straight line is: 

y- yl = M(x - xi) (2.63) 

where (yl, xi) is an arbitrary coordinate on the wire track and m is a slope of the tangent at 

that point. In this case, 

Yi = Yw (2.64) 

X1 = xw (2.65) 

M= 
dy,, (2.66) 
dx,,, 

The equation of the line through w, normal to the tangent of the point, has a slope ml such 
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that 

mml (2.67) 

So the slope of the normal which passes through the point c and w is 

Ml =-1 (2.68) 
m 

Therefore the equation of a straight line going through those two points is expressed as 

1 
Yc - Y, ij (2.69) 

This is best explained using an example as shown in Figure 2.12 whose function is 

X2 (2.70) 
2 

and this is equivalent to: 

ý2 w Yw 
2 

(2.71) 

5000 
4soo 

4000 

3500 

3000 

2soo 

2000 

Isoo 

1000 

Sao 

0 

0 20 20 30 40 so 60 70 so to 100 
)VMM 

Figure 2.12: A wire track function example 
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The slope at a point on the curve is 

dy.. 
dx,,, 

(2.72) 

Therefore the equation of a straight line passing through the center of the plate and the 

nearest point on the curve is: 

Yc-Yw ý-1 (XC - XW) (2.73) 
xw 

Substituting Equation 2.71 into Equation 2.73 gives 

--(x, - x, ) (2.74) 
2 XW 

Since the coordinate (y,,, x, ) is known by the system, x,,,, can be solved for. Substituting 

the obtained x. into Equation 2.71 gives the value of y,.. Then the coordinate, (xwlyw), 

is obtained. Rom this information, a and 0 can be evaluated. The relationship of the 

coordinates and the offset errors is illustrated in Figure 2.13. 

Wire (local slope) 

g= (X, YJ 

--, a Y". Y. jw . 1.1% 
- 

"le W (X. 

I Figure 2.13: Coordinates and offset errors 

The distance, a, between the center of the plate and the nearest point on the wire track, can 
be calculated using Pythagoras theorem below. 

a= ý/-(yc - yw)2 + (Xc - XW)2 (2.75) 
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The local slope, L, is obtained by 

L= arctan ( dyw) 
dx,,, 

(2.76) 

The difference between the local slope andthe potentiometer output, 0, is the angle offset 

error 0. 

-0= L-0 (2.77) 

From the wire model, the offset error terms, a and 0, are obtained. The wire function must 

be known to obtain the positions. The position search mechanism was then implemented 

into the Simulink. 

2.5.1 Wire Track Used in the Simulink Simulation 

The wire track used in the simulation of the Shaky Hand models is produced by combining 

three different functions. Since the Shaky Hand assumes the wire is locally straight, tight 

curves are avoided. The functions are: 

1. y=0.746 x for x=0: 100 mm 

2. y= 74.6 for x= 100: 150 mm 

3. y=1 X2 for x=150: 600 mm 1000 

The virtual track is illustrated in Figure 2.14. Coordinate (x, y) is equivalent to the physical 
displacement on the base frame and has a unit of mm. The functions were chosen to exercise 
the Shaky Hand across the transitions and to give specific types of movement. The first 

phase requires simultaneous x- and y-direction movement, the second phase considers the 

case where one channel has no signal and the third considers a dynamically changing mix of 
the two. The phase 1 to phase 2 transition is relatively abrupt, whereas the second transition 
is quite gentle. These wire functions are totaly different from the CGP training sets used for 

evolving the fault tolerant solutions (Section 5.4.1), therefore, if the solutions work on this 

model, we can reasonably say that the solutions are generic. Each function is analysed to 
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obtain the position search algorithm. 

I 

X/mm 

Figure 2.14: Wire track used in the simulation 

The first track is a slope with a constant gradient of 0.746. Therefore: 

y,,, = 0.746 x,,, l (2.78) 

m= 
ýY-- 

= 0.746 (2.79) 
dx,, 

Expanding Equation 2.69 and from Equation 2.78 

Yc -m Xwl =-1 Xe +1 Xwl (2.80) 
mm 

R, eaxranging Equation 2.80 gives 

xwl - 
YC + xe (2.81) 

m+ M(M+ rn rn 

Substituting Equation 2. ý9 into Equation 2.81 produces 

. '. x�, i = 0.4794 yc + 0.64246 xc (2.82) 
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Substituting the obtained x,,, into Equation 2.78 gives out the value of y.,,, I. 

The second function is a straight line and has zero gradient. Therefore: 

Yw2 = 74.6 (2.83) 

The third function is a parabola and is solved in similar manner. The gradient is: 

dy� 
- 

X. (2.84) 
dx. 500 

and 

x, + (500000 - 1000y, )x� - 500000 x, =0 (2.85) 

Then the real root is evaluated and is substituted into Equation 2.86 for y,,,. 

12 
Yw3 ý-- TO-O0 lw (2.86) 

2.6 Potentiometer Model 

A potentiometer converts the angular displacement of the plate into analogue voltages. The 

one used in the Shaky Hand is a three-turn potentiometer whose helical wiper track allows 

up to three revolutions of the shaft. One revolution is equivalent to 360 degrees thus three 

turns enable the potentiometer to measure up to 1080 degrees. The Simulink models use 

radian representation, therefore, the maximum measurable angle is 67r. The potentiometer 
is powered by a 5V supply source and is calibrated to give out half the power supply voltage 

when the plate is aligned with the base frame. Therefore the potentiometer output can be 

calculated from: 

2.5 *0 Vp, t = ý7- + 2.5 
r 

(2.87) 
7r 

The output corresponds to the plate angle relative to the base frame. 
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2.7 Encoder Model 

The linear velocities in the X- and Y-directions of the fixed frame axe measured using two 
digital optical shaft encoders in practice. In the Simulink model, the linear velocities from 

the motor model are converted into linear displacement using an integrator. 

xe = 
VX (2.88) 
8 

Y, = 
VX (2.89) 
s 

2.8 Plant Model Summary 

All the essential components of the Hardware block of the Shaky Hand system have been 

analysed and the models have been mathematically developed. Figure 2.15 summarises, those 

models developed in this chapter. 

OUTPUTS 

OUTPUTS1&2 

INPUTS X. 
Vf 

V. 
_. a_ X. and Y. 

Lvý FEncodeý. f 

V, 
Motor Models Model 

Top-Motor 1ý1 Vi" Model 
vm _ýmftý_Ts 

aa Wire Model Voltage Model 

L 

u OUTPUT 7 
Potentiometer 

Lr 

Model 

V, 

V. 
vlý 
V. 

Figure 2.15: Summary of the Hardwaxe Block models 

The motor model converts the motor drive voltage demand signals into the velocities. En- 

coders converts the velocities into linear displacement. The wire model calculates the lateral 

offset a and the local slope L. The potentiometer model measures 0 in terms of voltage, 
Vp,, t. Then 0 is obtained. Using the offset errors the appropriate induced voltages in the coil 
sensors, VA, VB, VC and VD, are evaluated. The output signals axe sent to the Control System 
block and axe processed. The motor drive voltages are fed back to the Hardwaxe block as 
stated before. 
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In this chapter, the Shaky Hand Control System models are developed and described in 

detail. As described in Chapter 2 and also as shown in Figure 3.1, the Control System block 

takes in all the outputs from the coil sensors, the optical encoders and the potentiometer and 

processes them to give appropriate feedback signals for the three dc motors. 

V. 
Shaky Hand 

Coil Voltage x4 V, d, 
Control System 

Hardware VY Velocities (X and Y) Vy d 

V. P Potentiometer output 
V11v 

I-- 

Figure 3.1: overview of the Shaky Hand model structure 

This chapter firstly describes the two frames used in the plate control process and defines 

some important velocity component terms. The control loops are then discussed. This is 

followed by the analysis and the development of the Control System models. All the models 
developed in Chapter 2 and in this chapter are implemented in Simulink. Input-output (1/0) 

software used for the practical implementation of the control of the Shaky Hand is described 

at the end of the chapter. 

3.2 Two Reference Frames and Two Plate Velocities 

The control process is described using two reference frames. One is the plate frame and the 

other is the base frame, as shown in Figure 3.2. Each frame has an X-Y-axis set, the plate 

axis set and the base axis set. The plate frame defines the wire track position relative to the 

plate. The base frame relates the plate position relative to the base frame. 
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Base Frame 

Plate Xikhrame 
Wire Track 

Dir 

... ............. 

Directior t. of Travel 

............. 
VL 

......... . : 
AA- 

DD 
Vy VT 

VX 

Figure 3.2: Two reference frames 

The velocities of the plate in two directions are defined as vT and VL- tT is the tangential 

velocity along the wire track. VL is the lateral velocity perpendicular to VTAt appears only 

when the plate deviates laterally with respect to the wire. The speed of the plate along the 

wire track is the resultant of these two velocities and is kept constant, at a set point, during 

the operation of the Shaky Hand. 

In Figure 3.2, the angle error relative to the wire track, 0, and the lateral offset, Ce, exist. 

Therefore both angular and lateral velocity demands need to be applied, whilst the tangential 

velocity is adjusted to keep the plate forward motion at the set point value. It is essential to 

maintain angular alignment (zero 0) at all times in order to keep the plate orientation (and 

therefore, 0, ) correct at all times. This means that the angular alignment control process 

should be faster than the ]! near motion control of the plate. The assumption of the fast 

angular motion control loop allows VT and vL to be resolved into the X- and Y-directions 

(VTX 
i VTY i VLx and VLy) through 0 because 0 is kept zero. 0 is the angle offset of the plate 

relative to the base frame. 

3.3 Control Loops 

Three controller loops axe incorporated in the Shaky Hand system. Each loop is associated 

with a DC motor attached to the Shaky Hand, controlling the speed, the position and the 

orientation of the plate. The angular offset loop is associated with the top-motor, providing 
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a feedback system for plate rotation. The velocity loops axe associated with the X- and 
Y-motors, producing feedback signals for the plate linear motions. These control loops use 

error signals to produce motor demand voltages. 

3.3.1 Rotational Offset Loop 

We assume that the plate is always correctly aligned with the wire track, thus the output 
from the potentiometer is a measure of the local orientation of the wire in the base reference 
frame. This means that the angular loop must be considerably faster than the others. A 

loop associated with the angular alignment of the plate can be represented as shown in 
Figure 3.3. The angle offset error, 0, is obtained from the difference between the local slope 

of the wire track, L, and the angle of the plate relative to the base frame, 0. The presence of 
0 induces rotational motion of the plate. The motor rotates the plate until the angular offset 
is eliminated. 

Angle Offset 
Local Slope Error 

L 
N1 otor YUJI! ' ý Id III! iiiiijillIEýýH S 

TO-Potentiometer Circuit 

Feedback Loop 

Figure 3.3: A control loop for rotational motion of the plate 

In the control system, the presence of 0 is determined by the angle offset error signal, VO. This 
is directly derived from the coil sensor voltages, VA, VB, VC and VD. The error signal is passed 
through a Proportional+Integral+Derivative (PID) controller and the top-motor demand 

voltage is generated. The amount of the plate rotation is measured by a potentiometer in 
the fixed frame. The error is defined as 

VO ý (VA + VD) - (VB + VC) 

therefore the VO is passed to the controller if 

(VA + VD) - (VB + VC) 76 0 (3.2) 
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If there is no error signal then the top-motor stops rotating. 

3.3.2 Lateral Offset Loops 

The rotational motion of the plate is assumed to be very rapid. Therefore, the local tangent 

to the wire is assumed to be parallel with the plate Y-axis all the time. However, it is 

still possible that a lateral offset exists between the wire and the plate. Using two velocity 

feedback loops for X- and Y-linear motions, as shown in Figure 3.4, the lateral offset can be 

eliminated maintaining steady linear motion of the plate. 

v2x. vv,, 
". X do II ''I'll'' I ýý .... ýýý ;; 

vTdvnum 
Cos 0 

+ 
I DC Motor VZ Controlle: r v 

L 
r jýý 

VL 
denýd -SINO VLrdsmý, 

L-Sýhaft ýEncode 

VTYde VY 
d. vyk .... .. 

VT&m"d 
SIN 9 

z 
+ + 

I Co trollern circuit re, DC Motor vy 

VL&mand 
Cos 0 Shaft Encode 

VLY&ýd 

Figure 3.4: Control loops for linear motion of the plate 

The lateral offset voltage signal, V, is determined from the coil sensors and is defined as 

Va ý (VA + VB) - MC + VD) (3.3) 

therefore the V,, is passed to the controller if 

(VA + VB) - MC + VD) 54 0 (3.4) 

There is another error term associated with the velocity loops: the tangential velocity error, 

tT error- It provides the difference between the set point and the current speed of the plate.. To 

provide appropriate control signals to the X- and Y-motors, these error terms are translated 

into lateral (VL demand) and tangential error signals (VT de . .... d) and then resolved for X- and 
Y-components. The velocities of the motors axe measured by the shaft encoders so the error 

signals are constantly monitored and appropriate control signals can be applied during the 
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operation. 

3.4 Control System Model 

In this section, the Control System block as outlined in Figure 3.1 is described in detail. The 

block may be split into four parts: 

* Offset error sensing model. 

o Reverse potentiometer model. 

9 Tangential velocity error model. 

* Controller models. 

* Transform model. 

Figure 3.5 shows how the Control System block is structured. 

INPUTS 

V, v 
Her Contro Iviodel 1 V. Offset Error 

V. Sensing Model V V, 
Controller Model 2 V11. 

OUTPUTS 

V.. 
Pdm"A 

V. 
deRand 

Reverse 
-0 

: 
V- 0ý0" Potentiometer Model 

Vld-"d 

V VX Tangential 
woo- Ný[ Controller Model 3 

ý000- 
Velocity Error Model Vr 

.................. 

Figure 3.5: The control system block of the Shaky Hand model 

Velocity Error Model V, 

........... 

vyd"MW 

The offset error sensing model defines how the error signals VO and V,, axe produced from the 

four sensor outputs on the plate. The outputs from this model are passed to the controller 

models to produce appropriate demand signals. The reverse potentiometer model converts 
the potentiometer output voltage into 0. The tangential velocity model provides the error 

signal associated with the plate speed. The transform model resolves the lateral and the 

tangential voltage demands into X- and Y-components to produce X- and Y-motor voltage 
demands respectively. 

Contr: oller Model 3 

0 
40. 
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3.4.1 Offset Error Sensing Solutions 
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As described in the previous section, the offset error signals are Va and VO and axe determined 

by the four coil sensors A, B, C and D on the plate. % is the lateral offset error signal and 

is defined by: 

Va -: -- 
(VA + VB) - (VC + VD) (3.5) 

VO is the angle offset error signal and is defined by: 

VO (VA + VD) - (VB + VC) (3.6) 

When the plate is laterally and rotationally misaligned, the appropriate offset error signals 

are produced through Equations 3.5 and 3.6. The behaviour of the plate can be predicted 
from the offset error signals. For example, in Figure 3.6, if V,, is positive, the wire track is 

closer to sensors A and B than sensors C and D. If VO is negative, the wire track is closer to 

sensors B and C than sensors A and D. 

Wire Track 

Figure 3.6: Centralised solutions: plate behaviour 

In the situation as shown in Figure 3.6, the plate would need to rotate anti-clockwise to align 
itself with the wire track and then move towards the wire track to diminish the lateral offset. 
The basic behaviour can be summaxised in Table 3.1. The controller is required to produce 

C. D 
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appropriate amounts of voltage demand with the correct polaxities for precise control. 

Condition Next expected plate movement 
(VA+VD)-(VB+VC) >0 Rotation is clockwise 
(VA+VD)-(VB+VC) <0 Rotation is anti-clockwise 
(VA+VB)-(VC+VD) >0 Movement towards sensors A and B 
(VA+VB)-(VC+VD) <0 1 Movement towards sensors C and D 

Table 3.1: Expected general behaviour from the plate when offset errors are sensed 

3.4.2 Reverse Potentiometer Model 

The input to this block is the potentiometer output signal. The signal is equivalent to the 

plate angle, 0, relative to the base frame. The signal is converted into 0 by: 

0= 
Vp,, t - 2*5 

* 6,7r (3.7) 
2.5 

This is same as Equation 2.87 but inversely applied. 

3.4.3 Velocity Error Model 

One of the rules of ihe gaine of Shaky Hand is that the tangential velocity of the plate 

along the wire tradc, vT, is kept constant during the operation. The velocities in X. and Y- 

directions, v. and v,,, are obtained from the encoders in the-hardware and they are processed 

such that: 

J(V2 -+V2) 
VT =xy (3.8) 

The tangential velocity is compared with the set-point value, vs, to produce the error signal, 
VT error - 

VT error -: -- VS - VT (3.9) 

This is fed into the appropriate controller model and the tangential voltage demand, VT derwnd i 
is produced. 
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3.4.4 Controller Models 

In all three controller models, PID algorithms as shown in Figure 3.7 axe used. A PID 

controller takes in an error signal to provide appropriate output. For the rotational loop, VO 

is passed to the rotational PID controller to produce the top-motor voltage demand. For the 

X- and Y-motor velocity loops, Vc, and VT error are used as the inputs to the PID controllers 

to produce the lateral and tangential voltage demands respectively. 

e (t) (Errorsignal) 
PID WO Plant & 

r(t) + Controlle Actuator om To sensors 
(Reference signal) r 

Figure 3.7: A PID controller in a loop 

A PID controller applies three combined control actions to an error signal. Proportional ac- 

tion scales the sampled error signal. Integral action ensures zero steady state error by increas- 

ing the system type. Derivative action improves transient response (shorter rise time, faster 

settling time, and good overshoot performance - better damping). The integro-differential 

equation representing a PID controller is given by 

t 
rp de(t) Vc(t) = Kp e(t) + Ki 

fa 
e(t) d(t) +A (3.10) D -dt 

where, 

V, (t) = PID controller output signal at time t. 

e(t) Error signal at time t (Input to the PID controller) 
Kp Proportional control gain 
KI Integral control gain 
KD Derivative control gain 

In practice, the control system for the Shaky Hand is implemented within the 1/0 software, 

so discrete digital PID controllers are used. Assuming a sampling period of T seconds, at nt4 

sampling time the PID control algorithm can be represented as 

V�(nT) = Kp e(nT) + KI 
n e(iT) + e([i - i]T) 

T+ KD e(nT) - e([n - 1]T) 
(3.11) 

2T 
i=O 
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In Equation 3.11, the integral term uses a trapezoidal approximation and the derivative term 

uses a backwards difference approximation. The representation is further simplified to 

Ki T KD V, (nT) = Kp e(nT) + I([n - l]T) +2 le(nT) + e([n - 1]T)l + 7-{e(nT) - e([n - l]T)} 

(3.12) 

where I([n - 1]T) is the value of the integral term at the previous sampling time. 

A simple algorithm for a digital PID controller can be described as: 

1. Sample signal e[nT] and store. 

2. Calculate integal component and add I([n-l]T). 

3. Calculate derivative component. 

4. Calculate controller output. 

5. Set e[nT] to e[(n-l)T]. 

6. Set I(nT) (current integral component) to I([n-l]T). 

7. n=n+l, return to step 1 and loop. 

The specifications for the PID controllers in the control system are as follows. 

Fast rotational loop: VO should be quickly eliminated. This loop should be faster than 

others. 

9 Zero steady state error in plate-track alignment and in plate speed. 

* Minimal overshoot in plate position and in the desired speed while responding to track 
direction changes. 

The PID parameters are tuned to fulfill the specifications and to provide the stable operation 
of the Shaky Hand throughout the run. The proportional gain is added initially, and the 
integral gain is added if a steady state error exist, and the derivative gain is added to improve 
the transient response. These values are tuned to provide the best response. While tuning, 
the settling time, the steady state error and the overshoot were observed from the model. The 
tuned PID controllers provide a rotational loop which is approximately twice as fast as the 
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translational loops. The zero steady state error in plate-track alignment and in plate speed is 

achieved. The overshoot is kept extremely small. The error plots of the simulation are shown 

in Section 3.5. The PID controllers have been implemented in Simulink. Table, 3.2 presents 

the parameters of the controHers used in the Simulink model. In practice, the parameters 

shown here may need to be modified because noise and frictions in the actual hardware are 

not represented by mathematical models. Noise and frictions can not be measured and they 

are also likely to change due to wear of the physical system or due to the change of the 

environment. Using the ideal environment where the system works perfectly, with no noise 

or frictions on the system, then the fault tolerant solutions can be tested and compared with 

each other fairly. Rictional. effects can readily be added to the system by changing the motor 

model parameters and also external noise can be incorporated by implementing a summing 

amplifier in any part of the hardware model if required. 

PID Controller FKP KI KD I 

Controller 1: For VO Offset Error Signal 10 0.05 1 
Controller 2: For V,, Offset Error Signal 20 0.5 4 
Controller 3: For vT,,,, Offset Error Signal 80 00 

Table 3.2: PID controller gain values 

3.4.5 Transform Model 

As shown in Section 3.2 Figure 3.2, two reference frames are used to describe the Shaky Hand 

operation. One is the plate fraine which defines the wire track position relative to the plate. 
The other is the base frame reference which relates the plate position to the base frame. 

Lateral and tangential velocities appear in the plate frwne and axe related to the velocities 
in the base frame, vx and vy by transformation. It is assumed that the rotational dynamics 

of the plate axe very fast compared with the linear dynamics. Therefore, the angulax offset 

error, 0, quickly becomes zero, and thus, the local tangent to the wire curvature is assumed 

parallel to the plate Y-axis at all times. This gives the angle orientation of the plate in the 
base frame reference. 
The motions in the plate frame are defined by the velocities vL and VT- VT is the tangential 

velocity along the wire driven by the tangential voltage VT. This velocity is always kept 

constant. vL is the lateral velocity, perpendicular to VT and is driven by the lateral voltage 
VL. vL appears only when the plate deviates laterally with respect to the wire and brings 
the plate back into correct alignment. Defining 0 as the angle of rotation measured relative 
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to the fixed frame, the conversion process can be described as follows. 

The lateral voltage demand consists of x and y components. 

VLX = -VL sinO (3.13) 

VLY = VL COSO (3.14) 

Similarly, the tangential voltage demand can be resolved into x and y components as well. 

VTX = VT COSO (3.15) 

VTy = VT sinO (3.16) 

Therefore, the total voltage demands for X- and Y-motors axe: 

vx = VLX + VTX (3.17) 

vy = VLY + VTY (3.18) 

From the transform model, the X- and Y-motor demands are obtained. 

3.5 Simulink Simulation 

The models developed in Chapter 2 and in this chapter are brought together in Simulink to 

simulate the operation of the Shaky Hand. In simulation, the wire track is represented by the 

wire model described in Section 2.5.1. The simulation generates a track of the centre of the 

plate during the run. Thus, we can see whether the plate position corresponds to the wire 

track. The game rule states that the sensors should never touch the wire track. Therefore 

the maximum distance between the centre of the plate and the sensor is 22.5mm, half the 

separation distance between the sensors. The maximum angle of rotation is approximately 
±40 degrees, limited by the presence of the coil sensors. 
The initial condition of the plate is set so that the plate sits at coordinate (0,0) position and 
has angle offset error, 0, of +3.4 degrees. The results are displayed in Figure 3.8. It shows 
the whole base frame with the wire track drawn on it. The solid line represents the trace 

of the centre of the plate and the dashed line, masked by it, represents the wire track. The 

base frame has a unit of mm to mimic the Shaky Hand in practice. The graph shows that 

the centre of the plate overlaps the wire track until the end of the operation. 
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Figure 3.8: Simulink simulation results 

Positions marked as *1, *2 and *3 in Figure 3.8 are enlarged and displayed in Figures 3.9, 

3.10 and 3.11 respectively, to show what happens when the wire track function changes. 

Position *1 (Figure 3.9) looks at the start of the simulation. The plate initially has an 

angular offset of +3.4 degrees, but the plate aligns with the wire track as soon as the operation 

starts. The plate follows the track very well from the start and deviations cannot be observed. 
When the plate comes to point *2 (Figure 3.10), where there is a transition in the wire traýk 

functions and a change of wire track directions occurs, a small overshoot, approximately 
0.037mm, is observed. The overshoot decays quickly and is small enough to avoid physical 

collision between the wire track and the sensors on the plate since the maximum separation 
is 22.5mm. At point *3 (Figure 3.10), the plate seems to cope with the change in the wire 
track functions smoothly and the overshoot is small. The offset errors, 0 and a, and the 

speed of the plate along the wire track are recorded through out the run, and are shown in 

Figures 3.12,3.13 and 3.14 respectively. 
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The 0 variation as shown in Figure 3.12 shows that the initial offset decreases quickly and 
0 is nulled until the wire function is changed at around 13.3 seconds. At this point, 0 rises 

rapidly to 36.7 degrees which is within the maximum limit. This offset is quickly eliminated 

within 1.1 seconds. At around 18.6 seconds, the wire function is, again, changed and a0 of 

-16.7 degrees is detected. This is quickly eliminated within 0.8 seconds. 
Figure 3.13 shows the a variation. When the X- and Y-motors start running, a small amount 

of a (0.0039mm) arises and then disappears. The scale of the a variation is very small 

such that small deviations around zero can be considered to be negligible and do not affect 

the total performance of the Shaky Hand. When the wire function changes at around 13.3 

seconds, a is increased up to -0.037mm, as can be seen from both Figures 3.10 and 3.13. 

The a offset quickly disappears within 2 seconds. This a offset settles to 0.002mm which is 

negligible. When the wire function changes again, a small a (0.011mm) appears but quickly 

settles down to b-0006mm, which is negligible. Figure 3.14 shows how the speed of the plate 

changes during the run. Initially, the plate accelerates within 0.8 second and settles down to 

9.5mm/s, which is the set point defined by the author. When the wire function changes, the 

plate accelerates rapidly to compensate for the a offset. The error plots coincide with the 

simulation results in Figures from 3.8 to 3.11. Rom the simulation and the error plots, it 

can be seen that the Shaky Hand completes the operation without failure. 
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3.6 Introducing 1/0 Programming 

In practice, analogue sensor signals from the Shaky Hand Hardware, as described in Chap- 

ter 2, are passed to a conventional PC for data acquisition and control via an 1/0 interface 

card. The control signals axe then fed back to the hardware, as described in Section 3.4. 

In this section, the 1/0 software used for the data acquisition and control is described; a 

software overview is shown first followed by program details. 

Two standard 1/0 interface cards are installed in a conventional PC (Windows XP, Pentium 

4 CPU 2.8GHz, 512MB RAM). Keithley's KPCI-3100 series data acquisition boards [61 are 

used for this purpose. The boards come with DriverLINX ( [61, [31, [51, (41, [21 ), which 

comprises software drivers for real-time data acquisition under the Microsoft Windows XP 

environment. This is used as the basic Application Programming Interface (API) for the 

KPCI-3100 series boards. The control system is embedded into the 1/0 software using Mi- 

crosoft Visual C++ (1]. 

3.6.1 1/0 software 

The overall control process through the 1/0 boards is shown in Figure 3.15. 

Sensors & Interfacing Processing 
Actuators 

Bus 7 Inputs 

Encoders 

Potentiomet 
Der= 

x4 
Coil Sensors 

1/0 Software 

X-Motor -- 
x2 lW- 

PWM Bus 
x2 + Y-Motor 

H-Bridge 6 Outputs 

x2 Top Motor 

Figure 3.15: Block diagram of the control process through 1/0 Boards 
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The inputs to the 1/0 boards are the seven analogue signals comprising: 

* Four coil sensor signals. 

e Two optical encoder signals. 

* One potentiometer signal. 

The 1/0 boaxds act as buffers whose stored values can be read and overwritter, by the 1/0 

software. These signals are processed and appropriate motor control signals are returned. 

The outputs from the 1/0 boards axe: 

io Three motor demand analogue voltages for the X-, Y-, and top-motors. 

* Three direction control digital signals for all three motors. 

Each 1/0 board has only two analogue outputs therefore a second 1/0 board was required to 

provide the third analogue output. The 1/0 board pin assignment is shown in Appendix B. 3. 

Let us look at the detail of the 1/0 software program. The flow of the program can be seen 
from Figure 3.16. Terms used in the figure are described in Table 3.3. 

2 

0 
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0 
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0 
4J 
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0 

Figure 3.16: Program flow chart 
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The program is managed by a dialog box. It begins with the initialisation of the board and 

the opening of the dialog based interface which contains three function buttons for operating 
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Program I)rpe Description 
Speed Measurement (SM) This acquires data from the X- and Y-shaft encoders 

at a user-defined interval. 
Analogue Input (AI) This acquires data from the coil sensors and the poten- 

tiometer by selecting the input channels of the boaxd 

at a user-defined interval. 
V. This uses data from AI to produce the lateral offset 

V,, as described in Section 3.4.1. 
VO This uses data from AI to produce the angle offset Vo 

as described in Section 3.4.1. 
Set Point (SP) This defines the set point values for the PID con- 

trollers. For lateral and angle offset errors, the set 
point is zero. Set point speed is defined by a user. 

PID controllers (PID) - This takes in values from SM, V,,, V0 and SP to pro- 
duce corresponding motor control signals as described 
in Section 3.4.4. 

Digital Outputs (DO) This gives out the direction control signals evaluated 
by the program to appropriate channels of the board. 

Analogue Outputs (AO) This transfers the evaluated motor drive signals to the 

I output channels of the board. 

Table 3.3: 1/0 program functions 

the program, start, stop and exit. The interface also displays the input and output values 
to/from the program. When the start button is pressed, the program begins accepting sensor 

values and evaluates the outputs at a user-defined sampling interval. The stop button halts 

the program and the exit button closes it. 

Functions within the 1/0 software may be split into the' following parts, as described in 

Table 3.3. AI and SM programs take in the signals from the seven sensors on the Shaky Hand. 

These signals are processed as described in Section 3.4. Set points for the PID controllers are 
defined explicitly by the user. The processed signals are transferred to appropriate ports of 
the 1/0 boards by AO and DO programs. The functions are now described in more detail. 

3.6.2 Speed Measurement Program 

Speed measurement of the X- and Y-motors axe achieved by using 16-bit general purpose 

counters incorporated in the 1/0 board. X- and Y-shaft encoder outputs are connected to 

a CLOCK input of the counter as shown in Figure 3.17. The gating input of the counter is 

connected to ground. In this configuration, the counter measures the frequency of the signal 

at clock input by counting the number of edges received at clock input of the channel for the 
duration of the Windows timer (1ms) using Equation 3.19 [6]. Measured frequencies are used 
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to control the speed of the plate. 

Frequency Measurement = 
Number of Events 

_ (3-19) 
Duration of the Windows Timer 

GATE (Disabled) 

Counter SM Program 1 Output 

CLOCK input 

Shaft-Encoder 
Signal 
m 

Figure 3.17: A principle of speed measurement 

3.6.3 Analogue Input Program 

There are several analogue input channels on the 1/0 boards. AI program specifies which 

channels to read at user defined intervals. A buffer is used to store a series of different types 

of data at once, paced with a rate generator which operates using a fixed rate clock. Values 

from the coil sensors, shaft-encoders and the potentiometer axe stored in an array and held 

by the buffer. The stored values are used to analyse the plate positions. 

3.6.4 Control System Program 

The plate offset errors (VO and V, ) axe calculated based on the coil sensor values (Sec- 

tion 3.4.1). The velocity error, VTerr, is obtained from the encoder values (Section 3.4.3) 

These error signals axe passed to PID controllers (Section 3.4.4) to provide the top motor 

voltage, the lateral voltage and the tangential voltage demands. We assume the fast rota, 

tional loop so that the latter two voltage demands can be resolved into X- and Y-components 

using 0 obtained from a potentiometer value (Section 3.4.5). Then the X- and Y-motor de- 

mands axe calculated with appropriate direction signals. Psedocode for the output evaluation 

process is now described. 
. 
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Psedocode for the Control System Program 

1: Calculate Vo 

2: Calculate Vc, 

3: Calculate VT error 

4: Pass VO to the first PID controller to evaluate the top motor voltage demand and also 

the direction for the top-motor. 

5- Pass V,, to the second PID controller to evaluate the lateral voltage demand and also the 

direction for the Y-motor. 

6: Pass vT,,,, to the third PID controller to evaluate the tangential voltage demand. 

7: Calculate 0 

8: Resolve the lateral and tangential voltage demands into the X- and Y-components. Cal- 

culate the X- and Y-motor voltage demands. 

3.6.5 Digital Output Program 

The 1/0 board has configurable digital 1/0 ports which can be used for either input or 

output. An array is created containing the data to be sent out. Three ports axe used for 

sending out the direction signals for the X-, Y- and top-motors (represented by A dy and 

dtop respectively). The binary values, which represent the direction' of the motors, is fed into 

Equation 3.20. 

DOvalue ýdx X 1+dy X 2+dtopx 4 (3.20) 

The DO,,, I,,, integer value represents the status of the three ports as shown in Table 3.4. 

Portl is connected to the X-motor drive circuits, Port2 is connected to the Y-motor drive 

circuits and Port3 is connected to the top-motor drive circuits. 

DOvalue I Port3 PortF F-Poc-) r-t 17 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 
2 0 1 0 
3 0 1 1 
4 1 0 01 
5 1 0 1 
6 1 1 0 
7 1 1 1 

Table 3.4: Digital 1/0 port assignment 
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3.6.6 Analogue Output Program 

The 1/0 board has digital to analogue converter outputs (DAC Output). An array is created 

containing motor drive voltage demands calculated in the control system program. The data 

is transferred from the array to a buffer. The values are fed from the DAC output ports to 

the motor drive circuits. 

In this section, the practical implementation of the control system using 1/0 software was 

described. The next chapter describes the design and construction of the actual physical 

system. The Shaky Hand system is completed when the physical system is connected to the 

control system as described here. 
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4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we describe how the Shaky Hand Hardware has been constructed. This 

includes the physical construction, the electrical circuits and all wirings. As a generic tech- 

nology demonstrator, the final system should be neat and presentable. Design issues are 

discussed that fulfill this aim. Once completed, the whole system was tested. Successful 

results were obtained in which the plate followed the track without violating the game rules 
(Section 2.1.3). Images showing the final Shaky Hand system axe also displayed at the end 

of this chapter. A CD is included which contains a variety of short movies showing Shaky 

Hand operations. 

4.2 Physical Constructions 

4.2.1 General View 

A top view and a side view of the Shaky Hand hardware system is illustrated in Figures 4.1 

and 4.2 respectively. They are the schematic diagrams of the physical system and the images 

of the actual system are shown in Figures 4.23 to 4.25. It was design6d to fit inside a 600mm 

by 450mm footprint, with a base plate made of aluminium alloy. Mechanical work, involving 

measuring, cutting, machine-lathing, drilling and tapping, was all done in the Student Work- 

shops of the Department of Electronics. 

Criteria for the construction of the Shaky Hand system axe as follows: 

*A solid structure 
High rigidity and structural robustness axe necessaxy to protect the system from vibra, 
tions during the operation. 

o Accurate alignments 
All components must be aligned so that no strain is placed upon moving parts. 

* Lightweight translating components 
Inertia and friction effects must be minimized to reduce unnecessary drag on the moving 

parts and to operate the Shaky Hand smoothly. 

The aluminium base plate provides rigid support for the Shaky Hand and enables exact 

alignment of components. Rubber stands axe attached on the bottom of the base plate to 
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Figure 4.1: Top view of the Shaky Hand hardware 
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Figure 4.2: Side view of the Shaky Hand hardware 
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post 

reduce the vibrations on the Shaky Hand. A rotary positioning plate is attached to the X-Y 

positioning bottom plate, and is driven Iýy a DC-inotor (top-motor). The top-motor is fixed 

upon an aluminium carriage. The plate and the pick-up assembly are placed directly ýIbme 

the top-inotor via gear wheels. They are detachable from the top-motor for maintemince 

purposes (Section 4.2.2). Shafts, carriages and a saddle ensure stable inotion of the top plate 
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in the X- and Y-directions. Linear motions axe driven by two DC-motors (X- and Y-motors) 

coupled to anti-backlash lead-screws via reduction gear boxes. Shaft encoders attached to 

the motors provide information on the angular positions and velocities of the lead-screw 

shafts. Rom this, it is possible to infer the disposition of the top plate in both X- and 

Y-directions. A potentiometer, incorporated within the top-motor allows measurement of the 

angulax orientation of the top plate. The track that the plate is required to follow is made 

of soft steel, wrapped in a coiled, current carrying wire. PCB plates are used to hold all the 

connectors for the electrical components used. 
The Shaky Hand has two base layers. One is a base frame, holding all the essential parts 

of the Shaky Hand mentioned above. The other, designed by the author alone, is another 

rigid plate of similar size that supports the base frame on support posts. This two layer plate 

arrangement allows the creation of storage space between the layers to hold all the electric 

circuit boards and other components used to construct the Shaky Hand. The specifications 

of the metal components axe detailed in Table 4.1. The design layouts of the physical parts 

used axe also detailed in Appendix A. 1. 

Paxt Name Dimension 
(LxWxH/mm 
or LxD/mm) 

Material Note 

Supporting plate 622x469x6 
I 

Aluminium alloy Bottom plate of the 
Shaky Hand 

Supporting posts 25x25ý45(39) Aluminium alloy Supports - the base 
frame 

Bottom plate 600x45Ox5 Aluminium alloy Base frame of the 
Shaky Hand 

Shaft(x) 10x532.8 Aluminium alloy 
Shaft(y) 1Ox380 Aluminium alloy 
Saddle(x) 24x27x25 Aluminiurn alloy 
Saddle(y) 41Ox47x5 Aluminium alloy 
Shaft support block 12x-27x38 Aluminium alloy 
Lead-screw(x) 532.8 x 6.35 Lead 1.5-mm etching 
Lead-screw(y) 380 x 6.35 Lead 1.5mm etching 
Top plate (first layer) 42x2Oxl. 5 PCB Supports a coil sensor, 

one for each sensor 
Top plate (second layer) 125 x 125 x 1.5 I PCB Supports the pick-up 

assembly 
Top plate (third layer) TZ' xl25xl. 5 I PCB Supports the first top 

plate layer 
Týack I 1100x3.5 Soft steel Core of the wire track 

L'ftadc supporter rl 5-5 x 18 1 Aluminiurn alloy I 

Table 4.1: Specification for each part of the Shaky Hand haxdwaxe 
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4.2.2 Design Concern 
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The Shaky Hand is a generic technology demonstrator. It must look neat, and he prvsvlitahl(ý. 

The design issues considered by the atithor are presented here. Figure -4.3 illustrates a stilli- 

inary on the design issue. 

1, , oder circuit 
10#1 

1 

Wires around Y -Microswitch 2X Microswitch 2 Y-shafts Supporting layer 

Wire track 

Wires around 
e Y-shafts 

stri ps 

L 

Top layer 

-ýCrs. 

w 

ýPnllol sup 

Flvrt ricul cimuitb 

)ort poli, 

Lil 
IV It hoý k rd Figure 4.3: 'Shaky Hand design concern 

Two Layers 

The two layer base plate system keeps the Shaky Hand looking presvntable by all()wing : 111 t he 

clectrical circuits, connectors, power supplies and 1/0 board connectors ti) be Iliddell betlAvell 

the layers (Figure 4.3). As Figure 4.2 shows, tI ic base frame of* the SI mky II an (I sits tigl it oI I 

the supporting posts. The posts are not fixed to the bitse fraille blit to the silipporting htýyvr- 

Thus, the Ntse frame is detachable. The gap created by the supporting posts is 4.5nun wide. 

Wiring Arrangement 

The inputs/outputs t, o/frolll Hie 1/0 boards are connected to appropriate circuits bY copper 

wire. Some of the components nlow with die plate, thus thc wiring materials have to bc 

flexible. Insulated multi-core linni copper wire is used. In order to avoi(I jjj(ýssy wil-ing, a 
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ribbon cable is employed together with connector jacks on PCB boards (Figure 4.3). One 

end of the ribbon cable is capable of moving along the X-saddle and the other end is fixed 

to the supporting layer via a similar connector on a PCB board. Half of the ribbon cable on 

the base frame layer is fixed to the base frame by plastic strips to prevent twisting. 

The plate must also move in the Y-direction. Therefore any wires from components on the 

Y-saddle must be able to cope with plate movement in the Y-direction. These wires are coiled 

around the Y-shafts so that they extend and retract with plate movement. The appropriate 

PCB design layouts are shown in Appendix A. 2. 

Wire Track 

The wire track shape is designed to enable the Shaky Hand to demonstrate its versatility. 

It contains two bends in opposite directions and one is gentle whereas the other is relatively 

tight. The plate model was developed on the assumption that the wire track is locally 

straight, because of it, abrupt changes in the shape have been avoided. The emf induced 

into the sensor by current in the wire track is inversely proportional to the distance from the 

wire as stated in Section 2.4. Thus, the linear relationship between a (lateral offset) and its 

corresponding voltage, V, and also between 0 (angle offset) and its corresponding voltage, 

VO, is only valid for small values of a and 0. The physical boundary defined by the four 

coil sensors on the plate restricts the movement of the wire and means that the values of the 

offset error can be kept relatively small such that the non-linearity does not pose a problem. 
The wire track is supported by two track supporter posts located at the corners of the base 

frame (Figure 4.3). 

The Sensor Plate 

The top plate supports the tracking sensors and the pick up assembly. A coil sensor is placed 

on each corner of a square PCB (first layer), equidistance from adjacent sensors as shown in 

Figure 4.4. Another identical PCB (second layer) is attached underneath this first layer via 

plastic rods. Signal conditioning circuitry is mounted on this layer. The third layer locks 

the top plate with the top-motor. Metal rods between the second and the third layers adjust 
the height of the sensors to match the height of the wire track. The three layer top plate 

can easily be detached from the top-motor and is replaceable. This allows for the possible 
installation of alternative sensor systems or plate designs at a later stage. Alternative plate 
design and the sensors are discussed in Section 4.3. 
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Figure 4.4: Sensor plate 

4.3 Electrical Circuits 

The specificat, ion requires the Shaky Hand platv to move along Hic wire I rack at a constant 

tangential speed. Ali enif is induced ill t'lle cOil "'wilsors by t he currcntý carrying t rack wire. 

The potentiometer ineasures thc angle of t'he plate relative to the base fraille. The optical 

encoders inewmire the speed oft he plat, e iI It It v X- al I (I Y-direct ions. TI leir sigl I; I Is ýI re sel It to a 

convent, ional PC via all 1/0 interface card. The signals are t hen processed and cont roI signals 

are fed back t, o the motors. This process continues unt, il Ow Shaky Hand plate achieves its 

positional goal. Micro-switches are, providcd t-, o st, op Ow operafion When the plate reaches the 

end of the track. All the electrical circuit, s and sensors involved are (Icscribed ill t'his sechon 

and also ill Appendix B. I. 

4.3.1 Coil Sensors and the Pick-Up Assembly 

III this section, flow the cOil sensors were implemented initially is tirst, described. When thc 

plate wws tested, practical issues arose. A better design of t he plate and t hv circuit ry t hell 

wws made. These are described in the later part of this section. 
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Original Coil Sensor System 

Coil sensors 114] are used as the signal pickup. An emf is induced in each coil by the wire track 

which caxries an a. c. current at 140kHz. The coil sensor outputs must be converted to dc 

voltage levels before transfer via the 1/0 interface card and processing on a conventional PC. 

This RMS-to-d. c. conversion is performed by a single AD637 IC [31 as shown in Appendix B 

Figure B. 2. This is a high precision monolithic rms-to-d. c. converter that computes the true 

value of any complex waveforms. AD637 has a gain-bandwidth limitation in the absolute 

value circuit. This causes the a. c. bandwidth to drop off as the input level is reduced. To 

achieve the maximum ba: ndwidth, the induced voltages in the sensors are amplified. This 

enables the maximum rms signal level to correspond to the rms converter full-scale input 

level. A quad, precision, high-speed operational amplifier, OP467 [4], is employed to amplify 

all four input signals simultaneously as shown in Figure 4.5. 

+Vs 

10pF Tantalum 

--dqO. 1pF Ceramic chip Coil sensor 

Output 

Rl 

Ve 

Figure 4.5: Coil sensor amplification circuit 

An inductive reactance in series with the circuit is induced by the device lead length due to the 

relatively high a. c. signal frequency used in the track. This inductance combined with stray 

capacitance causes gain peaking and additional phase shift, reducing the phase maxgin of the 

op-amp which can lead to unstable operation. Placing capacitors across the power supply 
line and the ground, as close as possible to the op-amp pin, reduces this resonant frequency. 

Appropriate capacitors have low impedance over the frequency range of the interest. Two 
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different types of capacitors are combined together for the best results. Tantalum capacitors 
have high capacitance/size ratio, but their Effective Series Resistance (ESR) increases with 
frequency, making them less effective. Ceramic chip capacitors have good ESR and also 

Effective Series Inductance (ESL) performance at high frequencies. The size of the ceran-Ac 

chips is small placing them very close to the op-amp pins. 
Since the four op-amps and sensors may not be strictly identical to each other, the op-amp 

circuit contains trimmer resistors of the range from 0 to 5kQ to allow some adjustment. As 

shown in Figure 4.4, the four coils are placed on the first layer of the top plate and the 

op-amp and auxiliary resistances and capacitors axe mounted on the second layer. Signals 

from the amplifiers are fed into the rms-dc converter via ribbon cable. The converted signals 

are passed to the 1/0 board for processing. 

Issues raised on the Original Plate Design 

The original design of the plate was constructed and was implemented on the Shaky Hand 

system for testing. Three implementation issues were found: cross-coupling, interference, and 

wire distribution. 

The first is related to the cross-coupling effect between the cog sensors. In theory, as the wire 

moves away from a coil sensor, the induced signal strength should decrease inversely with 
distance. However, in practice, the sensors A and C did not behave this way. The behaviour 

was normal at close proximity between the wire and the sensor but contradicted with the 

theory at a distance. The signal became stronger as the wire moved away from the sensor. 
This arose from a significant amount of cross-coupling between the sensor coils. The second 
issue was associated with the current induction in the Shaky Hand hardware through the 

plate. The signals were very sensitive to the proximity of any conducting objects. The third 

issue is illustrated in Figure 4.6. The seven flexible insulated multi-core 1mrn copper wires, 

used for connecting the outputs and the power supplies with the appropriate circuits placed 

on one of the X-saddle (Figure 4.3), occasionally interfere with the movement of the plate. 

The plate was separated from the rest of the hardware and -examined to identify the possible 

source of the problems. The cross-coupling effect could still be observed on sensors A and 
C but slightly less significant than before. It suggests the main source of the problem is 

either in the PCB layout design or the internal structure of the plate. PCB tracks for each 

sensor circuits may be affecting each other. Closeness of the sensors A and C positions with 
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Figure 4.6: The wire distribution issue 
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the connector jacks may be interfering with the signal outputs. The removal of the external 

factors for the cross-coupling effect is also required. The signals from the plate are a. c. signals 

at 140kHz and they are passed to the 1/0 board via wires and a ribbon cable. The frequency 

is relatively low but it may interfere with the adjacent wires when the signal strength is 

high. If the signals from the plate are d. c. signals then the cross-coupling effect can be 

diminished. Thus, bringing in the d. c. conversion stage on the plate was a possible solution. 

The interference was largely reduced when the base frame was grounded. The wire physical 

interference issue can be improved by redistribution of the wires. 

Revised Coil Sensor System 

Implementation of the rms-to-d. c. converter described previously on the plate was one op- 

tion. However, a better solution used a lock-in amplifier. This comprises a synchronous 
demodulator followed by a low-pass filter as shown in Figure 4.7. 

In general, a lock-in amplifier utilises two independent differential input stages and a compaxa, 
tor that is used to select the active front end. It works with a low pass filter for rectification. 
A lock-in amplifier rectifies only the signal of interest while suppressing the effect of noise 

or interfering components which may accompany the signal. The output is a d. c. signal 

proportional to the magnitude of an incoming a. c. signal and the phase difference between 

that incoming signal and a reference signal. Since the frequency of the emf induced into the 

coil sensors is known and as the reference signal is locked to the incoming signal as shown in 

Figure 4.7, then, the d-c signal output is proportional to the amplitude of the incoming a-c- 

signal. This can be verified from the equations below t7). 
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Figure 4.7: Lock-in amplifier 

Output 

Assume a signal to a demodulator whose reference signal is a square wave with transition at 

the zero values of sinwt. 

Vi� = Acos(wt+ 0) 

where A is the signal amplitude, w is 27r x frequency, 0 is the phase difference between the 

incoming signal and the reference signal. 
Let us further assume that we average the output, V,, ut by passing a low pass filter whose 

time constant is longer than one period, i. e. 

RC >> T= 
27r 

w 

Then 

(4.2) 

V,,, t = (A cos (w t+ 0)) 11'0' - (A cos (w t+ 0)) 1 240" (4.3) 0 

where () represents averages, and minus sign comes from the gain reversal over alternate half 

cycle of reference voltage. Then, 

A V,,, t =- (L) sin (4.4) 
7r 

If the input signal and the reference signal are synchronized, the output signal is proportional 
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only to the amplitude of the incoming signal. 
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In order to improve the noise performance further, a differential amplifier can be used between 

ea, ch coil and the lock-in amplifier. Figure 4.8 shows the block diagram of the new coil sensor 

system. 

Lock-in Amplifier 
..................................................... 

Coil Differential Low Pass Demodulator DC Output 
Amplifier Filter 

C 

...................................................... 

Figure 4.8: Block diagram of the new coil sensor system 

Circuit Designs for the Revised Coil Sensor System 

Two quad, precision, high-speed operational amplifiers, OP467, as used in the previous design 

were employed in the differential amplifier stage as well as in the low pass filter stage. A 

differential amplifier can amplify the difference between the two inputs. One of the important 

features required in the Shaky Hand is the trimming of the sensor signals. This can be 

effected in the differential amplifier stage by incorporating a variable resistor in the circuit. 
(See Appendix B Figure B. 3 for the circuit configuration). The output from the differential 

amplifier stage is fed into the lock-in amplifier. 
AD630 [2], balanced modulator/demodulator is proposed for the lock-in amplification. It 

contains two fixed gain stages which can be inserted into the signal path under the control 

of a voltage sensitive comparator. When the circuit is switched between inverting and non- 
inverting gain, it provides the basic modulation/demodulation function. It is configured to 

have gain of unity. The modulation input and the carrier input are connected together to 

lock each other. (See Appendix B Figure B. 4 for the circuit configurations). The output from 

the demodulator is passed to a low pass filter to rectify the signal as shown in Figure 4.9. 

The gain is set to 100 to provide appropriate output signals. The time constant of the low 

pass filter is set longer than one period of the incoming signal to allow the rectification, 

so R= 1OKfl and C= 10nF. (See Appendix B Figure B. 5 for the circuit configuration). 
Another requirement is that all the circuits use same power supply to keep the number of 

wire connections to a minimum. The potentiometer, optical encoders and all the ICs on the 
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Figure 4.9: Low pass filter for the lock-in wnplification [2) 

top plate work with ±5V power supply. Decoupling capacitors are used in the same manner 

as the previous plate design. The test circuits were constructed on a breadboard for testing 
before implementing onto PCB board. The new coil sensor circuits produces d. c. signals 

which axe proportional to the emf induced in a coil as designed. Four identical coils were 

selected for implementation. 

Realisation of the Revised Coil Sensor System 

Basic structure for the top plate is as before. Identical four coil sensors are placed in the first 

layer, and all the new circuitry described is mounted on a second layer. The third layer locks 

the plate with the top motor underneath. An image of the new top plate design is shown in 

Figure 4.10. 

Having second layer exposed allows easy adjustment of the trimmers. The sensors are fixed 

to four separate mounts, and each is attached to the second layer by plastic rods. The pin 

connector jacks axe split onto two opposite sides of the plate, avoiding the wire distribution 

issue raised before. All the signals from the plate axe d. c. signals, diminishing the effect of 

cross-coupling between adjacent wires or within a ribbon cable. 
Upon producing the PCB layout and the plate design, the following points were incorporated 

to minimise the possible internal cause of cross-coupling effect and the interferiýg. 

" De-couple the power supply. 

" Avoid having parallel tracks with the adjacent sensor circuity. Instead, make them 

orthogonal. 
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* Provide enough space between the sensors and the pin connector jacks. 

o Usc twisted pair wiring between the sensors and the circuitry. 
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9 Isolate the rods that connects the layers to avoid current induction to the rest, of Ow 

hardware. 

9 Avoid the use of grotind plane iii the first layer which may not, be pro(hicing good 

shielding effect but indticing current. 
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Figure 4.10: lievi-sed sensor plate 

Figure B. 6 in Chapt, er B shows the detailed PCB layout, oft lics'econd 1; 'Yer. It provides 1"de 

positions and tracks for all the componews. The PCB tracks mv 01) both aI Id tI le reverse 

sides of the layer. 

All four sensor output, s provide d. c. mitputs proport, ional t, o the signal st, rength picked 111) 

by the sensors. The sensors can be trimmed to providc equal signals when the wire is in 

the central position. Cross-coupling and interference issues have been overcome. The wire 

distribution issue lias been also greatly improved. The out look of dic new mid t he old pht cs 

are displayed in Appendix B. 2. 
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4.3.2 Alternative Sensors Considered 

Some possible alternative sensors were also investigated - Hall effect and optical sensors. 

Alternative Sensors 1: Hall Effect Sensors 

A Hall effect sensor is operated by the magnetic field from a permanent magnet or an elec- 

tromagnet. The Hall effect sensor, SS495A [6] was investigated, having a ratiometric output 

voltage, set by the supply voltage. The sensor output varies in proportion to the strength of 

the magnetic field. The sensor is also slightly smaller than the coil sensors used. 
In order to examine the potential for this sensor, four Hall effect sensors were mounted on a 
breadboard with op-amps and tested with an adhesive flexible magnetic strip as a magnetic 

track. It was found that the distance between the sensors and the magnetic track had to be 

kept smaller than the separation distance used for the coil sensors for good detection. Mag- 

netic field strength was then increased by inserting ferrite between magnetic strips for better 

detection. However, producing a flexible track using ferrite core is challenging in practice. 
The sensors also detect the magnetic field properly only when the sensors faces magnetic 

strip head to head. The magnetic field may also easily be disturbed. The Hall effect sensors 

were then tested with the wire track used for the coil sensors. The sensing accuracy and the 

reliability was not improved. Practical difficulties and unreliability meant that the Hall effect 

sensors were not an appropriate alternative to the coil sensors. 

Alternative Sensors 2: Optical Sensors 

An optical sensor is operated by sensing the reflection of light which it sends out and use 
it to detect the patterns the sensor is facing. The HEDS-1500 precision optical reflective 

sensor 112) was investigated. The size of this optical sensor is very similar to the coil sensor 

used. The photocurrent produced by the sensor is related to the grey-scale level of the sensed 

surface. In order to exploit this feature a grey-scale track could be implemented just above 
the sensor, as shown in Figure 4.11. The gap between the lens of the sensor and the grey-scale 
track should be kept at 4.4mm for best resolution [12]. 

- 
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Figure 4.11: Side view of the optical sensor implementation 

Figure 4.12 illustrates what the grey scale track would look like. Four sensors wotild he 

ill I plellicilted Oil the plate just like the coil sensors and the track would cover the wholc 

plate to avoid exposure of the sensors. The grey scale would be printed oil white paper alld 

fixed onto a suitable substrate to form the t rack. With the grey-scale t rack t he relat ionship 

between the sensor output and the distance moved by the sensor is linvax. 

Figure 4.12: Grey scale track 

An experiment was carried out using a test grey scale track and appropriate componont" as 

shown in Figure 4.13. The plate and the grey-scalc track were inade I'voin PCB. The plat(, 

legs were adjustable for best resolution. 

Grey scale t ia, k 
Wro. N ý(itlc drawn on the bit(k ol plaý(i( hum (1) 
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Figure . 1.13: Ow ical sen., or experiment preparation 

The output from the sensor is the photocurrent (Ipj) produced by a photodiode inside the 

sensor. An output voltage can be generated using a transimpedance amplifier. The test 

circuit, is dispkýycd in Figure 4.14 with appropriate sensor pin 1111111bers for the connections. 

Forward current of 35mA produces 100nA photocurrent. MCP(; Ol Singic Supply 

Op-Amp 1131 is u-sed ius the op-amp. 

Cl 

Vo- (it II R2)/ R2 I* R, * 1, 
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> 
--- 

v', (12 
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lt2 

Figure 4.14: Optical sensor with transimpedance amplifier 1121 

In the experiment, capacitors C, 1111(l (2 W"'(ý 110t, IJsVd- l? f is 100kQ, 1? 1 is MOM? and U., is 

150Q. 35mA Forward current was applied at sensor pin 6. The output voltage vaille can he 

calculated from: 

vo = 
R, 

-+ 
R2 

X Bf X 
R, 2 

For a white surface where maximum photocurrent is prod uced by t he sensor, t I, (, circu it de- 

veloped 4.85V. For the black surface this dropped t () 1.05V. As t he grey-scale cha"901 
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from white to darker colours, the voltage developed by the circuit changed at constant rate. 
The track was protected from unnecessary exposure to light for the maximum effect although 
the result was sufficient under daylight condition. 
The optical reflective sensors axe possible candidate for the alternative sensor system. How- 

ever, for visual impact, the optical sensor system is not as good as the coil sensor system 
because the plate would be hidden underneath the wide grey-scale track made of PCB. There- 

fore for this research the coil sensors axe preferred. The coil sensors worked adequately well. 

4.3.3 Optical Encoders 

The two optical shaft encoders used were HEDS5540-All [10]. These X- and Y-encoders 

measure the linear velocities of the plate in the X- and Y- directions respectively. It translates 

the rotary motion of a shaft into either two- or a three-channel digital output. To ensure 

reliable performance, they employ pull-up resistors as shown in Figure 4.15. PCB is used to 

place the resisters and also to connect the encoders with the 1/0 board via interconnection 

and multi-core wires. They require a 5V supply. 
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Figure 4.15: Pull-up resistors on the encoder outputs (10] 

4.3.4 Potentiometer 

A three-turn potentiometer [1], as illustrated in Figure 4.16, measures the angular displace- 
ment, 0, of the plate relative to the base frame in terms of voltages Vpt. 
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Figure 4.16: A three-turn potentiometer coupled with a DC-motor 

9: 3 

It, is coupled to the top-motor via two identical 50-tooth gear wheels on ;i coupling pl; iiv. 

The second layer of the Shaky Hand sensor plate is locked on top. When the top-motor 

turns, it rotates the plate. The amount of angular displacement is direct ly t nill"401-1-cd I () I lic 

potentiometer. The potentiometer is powered by a 5V supply and is able to rot; itc thrmigh 

1080 degrees in total, although the plate movement is restricted physically lky t he presence of 

the sensors on the top plat, c. The maximum rotation before the sensors touch t lic wire i rack 

is approximately 40 degrees. 

4.3.5 Pulse Width Modulation and Comparator 

The feedback signals from the 1/0 board control the speed and I he direct ions of t lic mot ors. 

These signals pass through pulse width modulation (1'\N'NI), minparalor, and 11 bridge cir 

cuits, to produce appropriate motor voltages. 

The PWM signal drives the motor (Figure, 4.17) with the switching frequency of 

Switching Fi-(., quc? tcy =-I(. I. (; ) 16N + 16FF 

where 
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TON = Duration of motor on time 

TOFF = Duration of motor off time 

VeRNSON 

v 

ON 

Figure 4.17: Duty ratio of the switch 

T 

If the switching frequency is high enough then the motor runs at a steady speed. The average 

speed, (V. ).,. q, is regulated by changing the duty cycle of the switch and can be calculated 

from Equation 4.7. Increasing the duty cycle can increase the motor speed. 

(Va)avg ý 
TON 

v (4.7) 
TON + TOFF 

An on-chip oscillator in the LN13524DN IC [ill, as shown in Figure 4.18, generates the PWM 

frequency in a form of a saw-tooth waveform. 

V. CýJ 3 INV INPUT 0- 
NI INPUT 02 

COMPENSATION 0-9 

+CLSENSE (ý4 

-CLSENSE 05 

SHUTDOWN 01-1 

C, 
R, 

16 
0 vilay 

0 
NRCUITRY 

12 
-;; -o COLLECTOR A 

11 
0 EMITTER A 

13 
0 COLLECTOR B 

140 EMITTER B 

3 
.0 

OSCILLATOR 

8 OUTPUT 
1 10 GND 

Figure 4.18: Functional circuit diagram of LM3524DN [11] 
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It is compared with the compensation voltage, which is the speed error voltage, in a com. - 

parator amplifier (Figure 4.19). 

Triangle wave 
generator 

+ PWM output 

DC-Iýevel 
(speed error 

Figure 4.19: Comparator 

When the triangular waveform voltage is greater than the reference level, the output of the 

comparator is high and vice versa. i. e. as the speed error changes, the duty cycle of the 

PWM signal is varied (Figures 4.20). When the saw-tooth voltage rises above the value of 

Oscillator 
voltage 3V 

Compensation 
voltage 

output -FL-FL-TIJ-ý- transistors On Off On Off On Off On Off 

Figure 4.20: Compensated signal 

the compensation voltage, the output transistor is turned off until the start of new cycle. By 

increasing the compensation voltage, the output transistor stays on for longer time which 
increases the duty cycle. The output from the oscillator triggers internal flip-flops, which 

pass the PWM information to the outputs. 

4.3.6 H-Bridge 

A H-bridge circuit is used to control the direction of the motor rotation. A circuit diagram 

for a motor-reversing circuit using four MOSFETs is shown in Figure 4.21. 

When Q1 and Q4 are on, the current drives the motor to run clockwise. When Q2 and Q3 

axe on, the motor runs anti-clockwise. The entire operation is operated on 3952SB IC [81. 

PWM, comparator and H-bridge circuits axe placed together on one PCB boaxd and is shown 
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Figure 4.21: A H-bridge circuit: 39529B IC [8] 

in Appendix B. 2. There are three of them, one for each motor. 

4.3.7 Relay Circuit and Micro-switches 

96 

The Shaky Hand incorporates four microswitches [91 as previously illustrated in Figure 4.3. 

They are attached to the shaft support blocks so that they are triggered when the plate 

reaches the edge of the base plate. When they axe triggered the whole operation stops and 

avoids overrun of the motors. The microswitches in the X-shaft support blocks on each end 

of the base plate are the positional goals for the plate. The ones in Y-shaft support blocks are 
installed to abandon the operation when the plate accidentally drifts off too fax in Y-d*lrCction 

and touches the Y-shaft. 

A relay circuit [5) together with the four microswitches are configured as shown in Figure 4.22. 

One of the outputs from each PWM circuit is connected to the corresponding DC-motor via 
the relay circuit and the other output is directly connected. Switching one microswitch can 

energize the relay and all the motor connections are cut off. A warning light is connected 

and is turned on when this happens. A buzzer may also be installed. 
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PWM(X) output 

PWM(Y) output 

PWM(Top) output I 

-0--ý 
L-0-1 

Microswitches 

Figure 4.22: Microswitches and a relay circuit 

4.4 1/0 Board 

PWM(X) output A 

PWM(Y) output A 

king light 

PWM(Top) output A 

Two 1/0 cards axe installed in a conventional PC. The seven, continuous sensor outputs 

are passed to the PC via two 1/0 interface cards for data acquisition and control signal 

generation as described in Section 3.6. The returning control signals are passed to the PWM 

and H-bridge circuits to drive the appropriate motors. The data is transferred between the 

hardware and the software via bus cables. The 1/0 pin assignments for the two 1/0 board 

are detailed in Appendix B. 3. 

4.5 Trial Runs 

When the whole hardware system was completed, a practical test was carried out to verify 

the performance of both the hardware and software systems. The followings axe investigated. 

* Setting up the best operation environment. 

9 Operation reliability. 

Týimmers on the amplifiers on the plate allow the adjustment of the sensor signal strength. 
'ftimming is a necessary procedure before an operation to provide equal sensor signals when 
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the wire track is in the central position. Sampling time of the signals affects the sensitivity 

of the plate movement. It was set to 0.1 seconds to enable a fast response. Speed of the 

motors is adjusted by varying the reference speed and it is increased to 27mm/s from the 

reference speed used in Simulink simulation (9.5mm/s) for the better performance. The 

gain parameters of the PID controllers were adjusted to suit the operational condition. The 

Shaky Hand plate was run, back and forth repeatedly from one end of the base plate to the 

other, to check the reliability of the control system. Failure is defined as a state in which 

the plate drifts off completely from the wire track in undesirable directions. On testing, the 

plate successfully followed the wire track without failure. The operation was automatically 

stopped once it reaches the end of the track. The speed of the plate was recorded and the 

mean over 300 seconds was 27.3mm/s, slightly faster than the reference speed. 

Pictures of the Shaky Hand system are shown in Figures 4.23 to 4.26. The construction work 

satisfies the design issues discussed in Section 4.2.2. The wire loop is made of non-conducting 

material to avoid interfering with the electro-magnetic field created around the wire track. 
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Figure 4.23: Shaky Hand hardware geueral view 
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Figure 4.24: Shaky Hand hardware top view 
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Figure 4.25: Shaky Hand plate 
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Figure 4.26: Shaky Hand hardware side view 
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5.1 Introduction 

5.1.1 Shaky Hand Problem 

The Shaky Hand must be able to handle unexpected events. What if one or more sensors fails 

to function correctly and the control solutions used for the Shaky Hand are not valid anymore 

as a result of the failure? What can the Shaky Hand do except to abandon the operation? 
These questions can be applied not only to the Shaky Hand but to any haxdware of arbitrary 

scale ranging from a robot in a maze, to a next generation spacecraft. For example, a robot 

in a maze may be using non-redundant optical sensors to detect the presence of walls in front 

of it. If one of the sensor fails to function correctly then the robot may simply keep crashing 
into the walls. 
The work presented in this chapter tackles such problems. Using a form of evolutionary 

programming, Caxtesian Genetic Programming (CGP), we evolve generic control solutions 

with sensor fault tolerance such that the Shaky Hand is able to operate for the case of 

sensor failures. A novel way of evolving the generic solutions using special training sets is 

presented as a means of improving evolvability and of avoiding overfitting problems. The 

evolved solutions were obtained and verified using suitable test set;. They were analysed 
fully and compared with the original control solutions to show the improvement given by 

CGP. The solutions were also incorporated into the Simulink (61 simulation before applying 

the solutions to the real Shaky Hand system. 

5.1.2 Plate Control 

Figure 5.1 displays the control procedure for the Shaky Hand. Using Ce and 0 obtained by 

the offset error sensing algorithms, together with the potentiometer output and the encoder 

signals, feedback signals are produced for the three Shaky Hand motors. 
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Figure 5.1: The Shaky Hand controller process 

The work described in this chapter focuses on the four coil sensors mounted on the Shaky 
Hand plate. The four sensor outputs are used directly to obtain the lateral offset error, a, and 
the angle offset error, 0, caused by the misalignment between the centre of the plate and the 
track. These errors are obtained in terms of voltages and axe used to control plate movement. 
The wire is assumed to be locally straight. Figure 5.2 displays the sensor arrangement on 
the plate. The wire track passes between the top sensors (sensors A and B) and the bottom 

sensors (sensors C and D). 

Sensor A Shaky Hand Plate Sensor B 

00 
Wire Track 

a 10 ......... ...... ........ .......................... .. 
...................... 

. Centre of the Plate 

00 
Sensor C Sensor D 

Figure 5.2: Four sensors on the Shaky Hand plate and the offset terms 
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The lateral offset, a is obtained in terms of the voltage V,,: 

Va ý (VA + VB) - (VC + VD) (5-1) 

and the angle offset, 0 is obtoned in terms of the voltage VO: 

VO :-" (VA + VD) - (VB + VC) (5.2) 

The terms VA, VB, VC and VD used in Equations 5.1 and 5.2 are the output voltages from the 

sensors A, B, C and D on the plate respectively. The equations assume that all the sensors 

function correctly and output appropriate signals. However, they become invalid when one 

or more sensor fails. Thus, it is useful to have not only these equations but other offset error 

sensing solutions which utilise less than four sensor outputs yet still provide a reasonably 

accurate estimation of the two offset errors. Assuming, for now, that the Shaky Hand is able 

to detect the faulty sensor (s) and subsequently select appropriate offset error sensing solutions 

according to the sensor fault condition, the Shaky Hand would then be able to continue to 

operate, perhaps with degraded performance. The coil sensor outputs are normally non-zero, 

positive values so we reasonably assume that under failure conditions, the sensor outputs are 

reset to zero. 

5.1.3 Brief Introduction to Cartesian Genetic Programming 

Genetic Programming (GP), first introduced by Cramer [15), used GA to evolve tree-structured 

and string-based computer programs. GP is a search technique inspired by biological evolu- 

tion to evolve computer programs in a population according to a fitness measure defined by 

the user. Týaditionally, in the tree representation, every tree node has an operator functlofi 

and every terminal node has an operand. Koza [7] [8] later on applied GP to simple tasks. The 

evolution process normally involves crossover and mutation. With Cartesian Genetic Pro- 

gramming (CGP) [13], computer programs in a population are mapped to directed graphs 

rather than trees and the genotype is represented by a string of integers rather than the 

high level program statements often favoured by a tree-structure GP. CGP was developed 

by Miller [13][10] for the purpose of evolving digital circuits, and has proven to be highly 

efficient in learning Boolean functions over standard GP methods. This technique originally 

only involves mutation. Important benefits of CGP over standard GP methods are that 

the evolution is bloat free and has faster evolution through neutral search [5]. Bloat free, 
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because the length of a genotype is fixed and its manipulation does not add extra integers. 

Neutrality, refers to the presence of multiple genotypes of the same fitness in a population. 
This has a potential for changing the future genotype dynamically [14] [18]. The genotype in 

CGP represents connections and functionalities of a rectangular array of primitive functions 

(Section 5.2) and a large amount of redundancy is involved. Some of the genotype, including 

functional block nodes and input nodes, are not used in the graphs and have the potential to 

add neutrality. The inactive nodes may undergo neutral change and become activated later. 

The work demonstrates that control applications can benefit from the use of CGP and that it 

can be used in practice. The algorithms with sensor fault tolerance are evolved. Parameters 

and methods used in CGP axe explored in order to establish a method to evolve generic 

solutions. CGP has not been used in the field of sensor fault tolerant control application. 

Other applications of CGP which have been explored include digital circuit design [12], image 

filter and its implementation in FPGA (16][9], axtificial life [5], bio-inspired developmental 

models [11], and evolutionary art [1][4]. 

The structure of this chapter is as follows: Section 5.2 introduces the idea and the general 

structure of CGP. Section 5.3 describes how CGP is adapted for the Shaky Hand problem. 
A novel way of evolving the generic solutions using special fitness-based training sets is rep- 

resented here as a means of improving evolvability and avoiding embodiment problems. The 

evolved solutions are discussed and fully analysed in Section 5.5. They are then implemented 

in simulation before applying the solutions to the real Shaky Hand system. This is shown In 

Section 5.7. 
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5.2 Cartesian Genetic Programming 

5.2.1 CGP Structure 

CGP is embodied by linear integer strings, each integer representing program input/output 

connection nodes and functionalities of a rectangular array of functional blocks. All inputs, 

whether primary data, node inputs, node outputs, or program outputs, axe sequentially 
indexed by integers. The functional blocks axe also separately indexed. 

String Representation =[ (1) (2) (3) ] 

(1) Input Node I 

Output Node 1 

(2) Input Node 2 

Figure 5.3: A single CGP functional block representation 

Figure 5.3 shows a general form of a CGP functional block. In this work, every functional 

block has two input nodes and one output node, but multiple inputs/outputs nodes are 

possible in general. In the example shown in Figure 5.3, the first two integers of the string 

representation are node connections either from other functional block output nodes or from 

primary input data. The third integer represents an operator array index. The inputs are 

processed using this selected operator. The genotype of a CGP program is a concatenation 

of these integers. The following example illustrates. If the genotype for a program is: 

Genotype: 021 120 302 350 36 

then the program can be mapped onto a directed acyclic graph as shown in Figure 5.4. 
The program assumes feed-forward connection only. The operators used here axe addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division and axe indexed respectively. There are three external 
inputs (I/PO, I/P1 and I/P2), four functional blocks (9,1,2 and 3) and two external outputs 
(O/PO and O/Pl). Each functional block is described by a three integer sequence in the 

genotype, with the last two genotype integers representing the program outputs. 
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Figure 5.4: An example CGP structure 1 

The connections are visualised in Figure 5.5. Among the functional blocks, the output from 

the second functional block is unconnected (node 4). However, this node may be connected 
in future generations via mutation and the current connected nodes may similarly become 

unconnected. Only the nodes connected to the program output directly or indirectly, are 

evaluated for fitness. The evaluated outputs can be described in terms of an equation as 

shown in Figure 5-5. O/PO and O/P1 share a common node value (node 3). 

O/PO =3 
O/Pl =6 

=0-2 =3+5 
ITO - I/P2 (ITO - IIP2) + (3 * 0) 

(I/PO - I/P2) + ((WO - I/P2) * I/PO) 

Figure 5.5: An example CGP structure 2 

. 

Inputs 
Outputs 
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5.2.2 CGP Evolutionary Process 

The CGP evolutionary process can be summarised as follows: 

1. Generate N genotypes at random to form a population. 

2. Evaluate the fitness of all associated phenotypes in the population. 

3. Determine the best genotype and assign it as current best 

4. Mutate the curmnt best to generate N-1 offspring genotypes. The current best and the 

offsp7ing form the new population of N genotypes. 

5. Return to 2 and repeat the procedure until a stopping criterion is reached. 

Fitness is a measure of how good a produced phenotype is, compared with the given require- 

ment. Phenotype fitness is evaluated for each genotype. Normally, the genotype with the 

best fitness is promoted as the parent for the next generation and is point mutated in order 

to produce offspring. Point mutations axe the alteration of genes in genotype at random, 

provided that the values satisfy the restrictions given by the program. When the program 

output achieves a certain fitness level or reaches a user-defined number of generations, the 

evolutionary process is stopped. CGP evolution is stochastic, therefore each run can perform 
differently. 

In the process of optimisation, CGP aims to maximise fitness. An alternative equivalent 

process aims to minimise a cost function. In this thesis, the CGP process objective, which is 

described at length in the following sections, is to minimise a cost function, where the optimal 

value is zero. In future discussions, where fitness is discussed, it is at a maximum where cost 
is zero, and is merely a qualitative description of the degree to which the cost function is 

reduced towards a zero value. 
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5.3 Cartesian Genetic Programming For The Shaky Hand 

A novel evolutionary programming approach to generating offset error voltages in the presence 

of sensor coil failure is now presented. The pseudo-code of the program is firstly presented, 

followed by the detail description of the program. This includes the exploitation of the train- 

ing data sets that avoid over-fitting, which ensures that the resultant algorithmic solutions 

are generic and therefore will work with any wire track shape. A systematic study of the 

effect of CGP is also carried out to establish the best method. 

5.4 Pseudocode for the Shaky Hand CGP 

The pseudo-code of the program which the author developed to produce the novel solutions 

is; 

1: Generate an initial solution of 301 integer long{This is a parent solution} 

2: while Generation number is less than maximum number & best cost is not 0.01 do 

I. Fill the population with the copy of the parent solution lone parent and four offsprings} 
4: Apply point mutation to the offspring 
5: if Modulus of (Generation Number, 1000) is 0 then 

if This is the first time the program goes through the while loop then 

Select two starting data points for yj and y2 each {Input selection} 

else 

9: Shift first yj data to right by 10{First Sliding Window} 

10: Shift second yj data to right by 10[Second Sliding Window} IKeep both y2 data 

fixed} 

11: end if 

12: Select 100 consecutive data from the starting data and calculate a and 0 from each 

input data set selected 

13-. Calculate the appropriate sensor signals VA, VB, VC and VD for each Input set 

14: Calculate the corresponding V,, jThey axe the expected value if all the sensors are 

working correctly} 

15: if There are any failed sensors then 

16: Set the failed sensor outputs =0 
17: end if 

18: end if 
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19: for all the solutions in the population do 

20: Insert the input data sets 
21: For each data set, evaluate the sum of the cost. 
22: Evaluate the mean cost. 
23: end for 

24: Select the best solution out of the population and promote it as the parent solution for 

the next generation 
25: Increment the generation number by 1 

26: end while 

27: Print the best solution obtained 

5.4.1 Embodiment 

A system can be said to be embodied in its environment if it can both sense and affect it. The 

environment provides feedback to the system, adding a coupling effect of some sort. Brooks [21 
had a strong influence on the idea of embodiment. He noted that real intelligence is situated 
in the world, not in disembodied systems such as expert systems. In a computational system, 
Stepney [17] states that embodiment is provided by the coupling between the computational 
system and its environment, and is a rich complex feedback process. Inputs to the system 
from the environment are through its sensors, and it outputs to the environment through its 

actuators. 
For the Shaky Hand CGP, the solutions are not evolved through the physical environment but 

a virtual one. The environment for the Shaky Hand case is the wire track shape provided by 

training data sets. This environment must be sufficiently open to avoid over-adaptation, Le. 
its behaviour must not be captured in some predefined description. A closed environment 
would over-specify the system, shaping its. behaviour to that particular environment only, 
creating solutions that work on a particular wire track only. This case had to be avoided, 
and so a virtual environment was designed to achieve sufficiently rich interactions between 

the system and itself. Methods used in the Shaky Hand CGP to achieve such an open and 
rich environment are discussed below. 

Input Data Sets 

Input data sets to the program are the signal values from sensors A, B, C and D on the plate. 
The sensor values should be consistent with the correct operation of the Shaky Hand system. 
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The signals must be continuous and without repetition, representing realistic input sets that 
do not present a closed environment. In order to satisfy these criteria, a model relating a 

and 0 with the physical dimension of the plate was created, as illustrated in Figure 5.6. 

1 

(4 

Figure 5.6: Plate model to create CGP input sets 

By altering the wire position at the edge of the plate continuously, through yj and y2, and 

without repetition, a and 0 are in turn altered continuously and without repetition. The 

sensor signals are then generated as required. 
From Figure 5.6 

tanO =0 (5.3) 
d., 

= axctan(A) (5.4) 
dx 

Since 

,3 : -- Y2 - Yl (5.5) 

The angle offset, 0, is 

arctan( 
Y2 - Yl) (5.6) 

d., 
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By scaling, 

'Y =ý (5.7) 
2 
Y2 - Yl (5.8) 

2 

3 is defined as 

ýV_ 
_, y - Yi (5.9) 

2 

Therefore, 

ýy Y2 - YI 
Yi (5.10) 

22 
dy - Y2 - Yl (5.11) 

2 

and also, 

COS 

a JCOSO 

a in Figure 5.6 has a negative sign by convention and from Equations 5.11 and 5.13, 

a 
dv - Y2 - YI 

Cos 2 

Equation 5.14 can be further simplified. 

-+02 (5.15) 
Ox + (Y2 - yl)2 (5.16) 

d,, 
COSO =T (5.17) 

d-, 

- yl)2 
(5.18) 

NMI + (Y2 
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Substituting Equation 5.18 into Equation 5.14 gives 

C, =, 
dy-Y2-Yl 

- 
d-ý 

(5.19) 
22 yl)2 Vdx + (Y2 

dx(dy - Y2 - Yl) (5.20) 
2VO-- yl)2 

., 
+ (y2 

The continuous and non-repeating yj and Y2 data axe obtained using the Matlab polyfit 

function. This generates a polynomial of predefined order that fits data points provided 

by an user. In this case, two 9th order polynomials were generated to express yj and y2 

variations as shown in Figure 5.7. Data points were chosen so that the polynomials varied 

within the range constrained by the physical size of the plate. The order of the polynomials 

was chosen to provide reasonable smoothness of the curves. The term, Sliding Window, on 

this figure is explained later. Using the Matlab polyval function, 5000 data points each were 

extracted from the yj and y2 polynomials. They become the data bank for the input sets of 

the Shaky Hand CGP. Equations 5.6 and 5.20 are then used to convert the wire positions 

provided by the data bank into the offset errors. The offset errors are then converted into 

the sensor voltages as described by Equation 2.61. Continuous sequence of sensor voltages 

become the input sets for the Shaky Hand CGP. 

Sliding Windows 

The Shaky Hand CGP takes in 100 consecutive input data points per generation from each of 

the yj and Y2 data banks. The program selects the starting data points at random for both 

yj and y2 data displayed as A0 and B0 in Figure 5.7.100 consecutive data points from the 

starting data points, enclosed by the Sliding Window axe selected and then converted into 

the sensor signals VA, VB, VC, and VD as shown previously using a and 0. The combination 

of randomly and independently selecting the start points A0 and B0 over these two long 

data sets means that the training data sets are realistic yet, to all intents and purposes, 

unrepeated over very many experiments. The Sliding Window on yj data bank is shifted by 

10 data points to the right every 1000 generations, and the window on Y2 data bank is fixed. 

(see the pseudo-code lines 7 to 14 in Section 5.4). In other words, the input sets to the CGP 

are kept the same for 1000 generations and are then modified over 10% of their range. Using 

the modified input sets, the solution is evolved again. This gradual rather than an abrupt 

change in input sets, helps the evolution to migrate towards generic solutions. The window 

On Y2 data bank is fixed, yet, the variation in input sets is still enormous. 
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Figure 5.7: yl and y2 data variations 

Evaluation of the Cost Punction 

Figure 5.8 illustrates how the cost is evaluated using the evolved and the original algorithm 

outputs. The output sets from the original algorithms are defined as ideal output sets in this 

figure. 

To simulate a sensor failure, one member of the input sets is forced to be zero. It is reasonably 

assumed that the Shaky Hand has a fault detection system such that when a failure is detected 

the signals from the failed sensors are nulled. Using these input sets, solutions are evolved. 
(the pseudo-code lines 15 to 24). For each generation, the output sets from all the solutions 
in the population are compared with the ideal output sets to determine the best one. The 

generation of the new population ends when a stopping criterion set by the user is met. 

In theory, the best possible cost value is 0, which would mean the successful evolution of 

identical output sets to the fault-free originals. However, the sensor failures are expected 

to cause deteriorations and 0% error may not be achieved. Therefore the criterion for the 

convergence was initially set to 0.01. (the pseudo-code line 2). If the cost is less than 0.01, 

the solution is considered to have the equivalent response to the original algorithm. i. e. the 

outputs produced by the current best solution in the population for 100 incoming data have 

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 
Input Data Indices 

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 
Input Data indices 
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Figure 5.8: Comparing the ideal and the evolved solutions 
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less than 1% error. A 1% error in measurement would I,., Ive Ilegligible effect on the tracking 

along the wire IW the Shaky Hand plate. The negative feedback control would act, on this 

error as if it was a disturbance. The disturban(v rejection properties of negative feedback are 

well known and documented in all good elementary control cilginvering text, books. 

Multiple Virtual Wire M-acks 

lit it further effort to ensure the gencricity of CGP solutions, training sets were further 

modified. A generic solution ineans it works on any given input set. Therefore, two different 

input sets were selected and applied to the evolutionary processes. i. e. t It(, cost of a sollitioll 

is evaluated using two totally different virtual wire tracks. The two starting data points' are 

chosen from each of the yj and Y2 data kank as shown in Figure 5.9. (the pseudo-code line 

7). 

Fitness 

The two original equations used to calculate the different offset errors given by the Shaky 

Hand plate were described in Equations 5.1 and 5.2. They are valid only when all t he sensors 

are functioning correctly, as they utilise all the sensor outputs. The outputs of the evolved 

solutions that follow are required to generate values as close as possible to the originil but 

in the presence of zero value coil voltages. The degree of closeness is measured by comparing 

the output values from both solutions using same input sets. Equations 5.21 and 5.22 show 
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how the fitness of each offset is obtained, by minimising a cost, J. The best possible fitness 

therefore incurs zero cost. The cost functions axe: 

Jv. =I 
V-ideal - V. 

evolved (5.21) 
VCtideal 

VA. v, 

v Wideal Oevolved 
(5.22) 

VOideal 

If ( V,, i ..... =0) or ( Vo,,,,., =0), then the equations are modified to: 

JV. =1 V-ideal 
- 

Vlavolved 1 (5.23) 

and similarly, 

JVO =1 VOideal - 
VOevolved 1 (5.24) 

yl variation 
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This normalised cost function was used because of its property of forcing the evolution of 
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good solution algorithms when the actual offsets, a and 0, are very small. Since the loop 

closure of the control system will tend to drive the offsets towards zero (good wire tracking), 

it is important that the sensor failure algorithms should work best under tight tracking. 

There axe two outputs from the Shaky Hand CGP. One is the lateral offset error voltage V, 

and the other is the angular offset error voltage Vo as mentioned. The solutions for obtaining 
% and V0 were evolved using separate programs in order to simplify the problem. The 

reasoning behind this is that if both solutions were evolved using a single program, there 

may be a situation where one of the solutions is good but the other is not, with the condition 

masked by a combined total fitness. The evolution would then continue on both solutions, 

with a real risk of the good component being lost. To avoid this, a multi-objective evolution 

using Pareto optimisation technique could be employed. However, a single objective evolution 

was preferred for its simplicity and to allow faster evolution. 

5.4.2 CGP Structure and Parameters 

The program method can be described as follows: 

The program takes in 100 input data sets per generation. For each input set, an output 
(either % or VO) is obtained and the cost is evaluated using the method mentioned before. 

The mean cost for the 100 input sets is then obtained for all the solutions in the population. 
The best solution is selected as the parent for the next generation. If the cost is less than 
0.01 the solution is considered to have the equivalent response to the original algorithm as 

stated in Section 5.4.1. This process is repeated until the best cost is less than 0.01 or when 
the user-defined number of generations is reached. The whole process is then repeated 60 

times for each Vc, and VO solutions to produce 60 possible candidates for the generic solution. 

The other parameters considered in CGP are 

" Selection method. 

" Population size. 

" Number of functional blocks and their input/output complements. 

" Mutation rate. 

" Crossover effect. 

" Number of operators and their types. 
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e Number of generations. 

In order to select suitable parameters for the Shaky Hand CGP, several experiments were 

carried out. 

Selection Method 

On the grounds of simplicity, the chosen selection method is elitism with neutral walk [181. 

This encourages genetic drift. Here, the best of the population is selected as a parent for 

the next generation. If an alternative genotype of equivalent fitness/cost exists, but with a 
different genetic complement to a parent, this is selected in preference. A consequence of 

this is that subsequent generations may see dramatic change for the better in the evolved 

solutions. 

Population Size 

A series of experiments was carried out to find out a suitable population size. The results 

are displayed in Table 5.1. POP size refers to the population size and STD stands for 

the standard deviation. A program to search for the original V,,, error detection algorithm 
(Equation 5.1) was made for different population sizes assuming all four sensors working. 
The mean number of generations to complete the task and their standard deviations were 

compared for population sizes of 5,10 and 20. The corresponding actual mean computation 
time for 100,000 generations was also measured. The average was taken over eight runs, 

since more structurally complex solutions took a longer time to evaluate their costs. To 

calculate the mean number of generations and their success rates, 25 runs were performed 
for each population size. The program ran on a conventional PC (Windows XP, Pentium 4 

CPU 2.8GHz, 512MB RAM). The other parameters for this experiment were chosen to be as 
follows: 

e Number of functional Blocks = 30 (this determines the length of the integer represen- 
tation (genotype). ) 

* Number of input sets per generation = 100 

* Mutation rate = 1.1% (1 gene out of 91 in the offspring genotype is mutated for each 

generation. ) 

e Number of operators = 4: [addition, subtraction, multiplication, division] 
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9 Number of generations stops at 100,000 if convergence is not achieved. 

* Selection method = Elitism 

* Number of runs = 25 

POP size % success rate Mean no. of generations STD Mean computation time/s 
5 92 33386 26014 43 
10 96 29559 24414 78 
20 100 26118 24401 141 

Table 5.1: Population size experiment 

The results indicate that the larger the population size, the fewer generations axe required 

and the success rate shows that a larger population size can evolve the solution in fewer 

generations. However, this test is unfair to the small population sizes because the total 

number of evolution in the population within the given maximum permitted generation num- 
ber for smaller population size is less. Comparing the population size of 5 with 20, if the 

generation limit for population size of 5 was four times larger, the success rate is likely to 

increase. The standard deviation values show the number of generations required to evolve 

a paxticular known solution can be very small for any population size. Moreover, the mean 

computation time increases significantly with population size compared with the reduction 
in mean number of generations. In this test experiment, only four operators and thirty func- 

tional blocks were used. However, in the Shaky Hand CGP, the number of operators and 
functional blocks as well as the maximum number of generations are increased adding con- 

siderably to the computation time. Taking into account the total number of evolution in the 

given population size, the standard deviation, and the computation burden, the population 

size of 5 is the most effective size. Therefore, 4+1 CGP (Four offspring and one parent) was 

employed in the Shaky Hand CGP. 

Number of Functional Blocks 

Two input, single output functional blocks of the type depicted in Figure 5.3 were arranged 
into an array structure. The number of rows and columns within array defin; the uncon- 

nected topology of the CGP. It was considered that a (1 x 100) array presents the most natural 
topology. It supplies enough blocks to afford the CGP with adequate complexity and, using 

only feed-forward connections, a rich variety of multi-sensor inputs/single offset voltage out- 

put algorithms could be evolved. The number of functional blocks determines the length of 
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the integer representation. Each block contains three genes representing two incoming node 

connections and one operator type, combining this with the output. There are 301 genes in 

total. This genotype is sufficient to produce relatively complex solutions. 

Mutation 

The mutation operation generates random changes in the genotype. The mutation rate is 

chosen to be small, 1%. In any generations, this rate corresponds to the mutation of three 

genes out of the 301 genes which comprise an evolved solution. 
The mutation rate is chosen to balance premature convergence against disruption of successful 

convergence as shown in Figure 5.10. Premature convergence gives a globally suboptimal 
result and occurs when a mediocre suboptimal solution happens to have particularly good 
fitness relative to the other solutions in the population at the time. Mutation prevents 
this convergence [7]. The genetic drift effect [18] [14] can also help the dynamic change in the 

population as mentioned before. There is no way of knowing when the solution has converged 
since the correct solution is unknown. Therefore a small mutation rate was chosen to allow 
gradual change in the offspring rather than rapid diversion. Rapid diversion may also give 
rise to disrupted convergence. 

Premature 
convergence 

Time- 

Disrupted 
convergence 

Time 

Good 
convergence 

Time 

Figure 5.10: Convergence 
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Crossover Effect 

Crossover is a technique in which elements of the genotype of parents are swapped as part 

of the evolutionary process. For example, as shown in Figure 5.11 one-point crossover would 

select a single point on both parent genotypes and swap all the genes beyond that point to 

produce offspring. Two-point crossover select two points on the parent genotypes and all 

genes between the two points are swapped for the reproduction. 

One point crossover Two point crossover 

Parents Parents 

Children Children 

Figure 5.11: Crossover 

In general, CGP is implemented using mutation only [13][10] and Clegg et al [3] has also 
shown that the use of traditional crossover techniques on CGP hinders performance rather 
than improves it. However, she has introduced a new crossover technique, inspired by the 

real-valued crossover operator found in real-valued GAsj which can be incorporated into CGP- 

This new crossover technique requires a modification to the CGP representation. A new level 

of encoding is introduced into the CGP genotype, which represents the directed graph as a 
fixed length of real-valued numbers rather than a string of integers. Each real-valued number 

represents a single gene in the genotype and has a range between 0 and 1. The genotype still 

works in the same way as before such that first two real-valued gene encodes the inputs of the 

functional block and the third one encodes the operator types. Let us look into an example 
shown earlier in Section 5.2.1. Again, the program is visualised in Figure 5.4. The program 
has three inputs and two outputs and has four operator types. The real-valued genotype is 

expressed as 

Real-valued genotype: 0.10.75 0.33 0.4 0.58 0.05 0.7 0.15 0.6 0.610.90.22 0.48 0.84 

This can be decoded into the integer-based genotype as 

Integer-based genotype: 021 120 302 350 36 
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The decoding process is achieved using Equations 5.25 and 5.26. 

integer based gene (input node number) = floor (genei * output node number) (5.25) 

integer based gene (operator types) = floor (genei * total operator number) (5. ý6) 

The output node number of the first functional block is 4 and the total operator number 
is also 4. Using the real-valued representation, the crossover can be applied such that the 

genes of the offspring at selected positions have real values anywhere between the value of the 

first parental gene and the second parental gene at the same positions. Clegg et al applied 
this crossover to simple regression problems and the results indicated that it can improve 

the performance of CGP by speeding up its convergence, especially at the early generations. 
The author investigated the effect of using this crossover technique to see if this would help 

in the Shaky Hand CGP. 

An experiment to evolve a solution (Equation 5.1) was carried out to see the effect of using 
the new crossover technique with various gene crossover rates when combined with mutation 
on various population sizes. The gene crossover rate shows the proportion, of genes in the 
two parental solutions which are applied this crossover. So, if the gene crossover rate is 10%, 

then 30 gene positions within the 301 genes, which makes up one genotype, axe randomly 
selected, and the crossover is applied to the two parental solutions to create offspring which 
may then be mutated. In this exper iment, the best two candidates in the population pool are 
promoted as the parental solutions for the next generation. All the experimental parameters 
axe the same as the experiments for determining the population size as described previously 
in Section 5.4.2. The mutation rate is fixed (1%) but the gene crossover rate varies. The 

program was modified to adapt the new crossover technique. Runs were repeated 25 times 
for each gene crossover rate. 
The results axe shown in Tables 5.2,5.3 and 5.4. ' GCOR stands for gene crossover rate. 
Success rate is defined as the number of times the program produced the expected solution 
over 25 runs. The mean number of generations to reach the solution was measured as well as 
the standard deviation (STD). The equivalent mean computation time was also calculated 

as before. These data are presented graphically in Figures 5.12 and 5.13. 
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W; +b Pnniilnfinn qi7. p. = 5- 

GCOR/% Success rate/% Mean no. of gens STD Mean computation time/s 
0 92 33386 26014 43 
10 96 31319 28558 213 
25 92 26496 25192 180 
50 96 27578 27237 188 
75 96 32367 29462 220 

Table 5.2: Crossover experiment with population size =5 

With Panulation Sizo = 10: 
GCOR/% Success rate/% Mean no. of gens STD Mean computation time/s 

0 96 29559 24414 78 
10 96 23550 25770 310 
25 92 21137 18167 279 
50 92 26434 25536 349 
75 92 28797 2 380 

Table 5.3: Crossover experiment with population size = 10 

GCOR/% Success rate/% Mean no-of gens STD Mean computation time/s 
0 100 26118 24414 141 
10 100 20348 18455 639 
25 100 11285 14230 354 
50 100 12003 1 11780 1 377 

100 22542 1 22607 1 707 

Table 5.4: Crossover experiment with population size = 20 

Rom the experiments, the followings can be observed: 

* The mean number of generations required is less for the larger population size, thus, 

giving rise to higher success rate. 

e Crossover can reduce the mean number of generations for any population size. 

* Using a crossover rate of 25%, the mean number of generations is the smallest for all 

the population sizes. 

9 The mean computation time is greatly reduced with mutation only. 

Similaxly to the experiment for determining the suitable population size, the mean number 

of generations required to produce the known solutions is less and the success rate is higher 

with the increase in the population size. However, this experiment is unfair to the smaller 

population size as the number of evolutions per generation is less for the smaller population 
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size. Therefore, it is likely that the success rate for the population size of 5 and 10 would 
have been higher or even achieved 100% if the maximum permitted generation number was 

set higher. With the gene crossover rate of 25%, the efficiency of the program in terms 

of the mean number of generations and the mean computation time seems to increase for 

all population size. The mean generation number is the fewest with this gene crossover 

rate and the population size of 20. With larger population size (more than 20), and 

a crossover rate of 25%, the computation time may even become shorter than the ones 
for smaller population size. However, the most efficient convergence in terms of the mean 

computation time uses mutation only with a population size of 5. The huge difference in the 

computation time between the method using mutation only and the method using mutation 

and crossover is because of the structural difference in the program. In order to adapt the new 

crossover technique the program was modified, which slowed down the computation time. The 

crossover works better with larger population size but the population size experiment showed 
the population size of 5 is the most suitable for the Shaky Hand CGP. Moreover, having 

crossover with this population size does not provide significant improvement on the mean 
number of generations but adds significant amount of computation burden. Table 5.2 shows 
that the increase in the computation time from the mutation only method to 25% crossover 
is greater than the reduction rate of the number of generations. Therefore, crossover is not 
implemented in subsequent Shaky Hand CGP work. 

Operators 

A wide range of operators is provided including primitive and conditional operators so the 

evolutions would have variety of choice of the operators. Seventeen operators are used as 
described in Table 5.5. X1 indicates the input node 1 of one functional block, X2 is the input 

node 2.0 is the output node of a functional block. For the evaluation of the output of the 

solution, exception handling is incorporated into some operators such as a divide by zero. 
These protected functions are also described in Table 5.5. Conditional operators (operators 

numbered 10 and 11) allow more complex solutions to be evolved. The conditional operators 
provide solution choices according to the values assigned to the input nodes. Depending on 
the situations, a solution can therefore have totally different values and can better adapt to 
dynamic changes in the environment. 
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Operator indices Operator types Protected functions 
1 Addition (OfX1+X2) 
2 Subtraction (OýXl-X2) 

3 Multiplication (O=X, xX2) 
4 Division (0=AI) 

X'I 
if X2=0) 0=0 

5 Square (O=Xl) 
6 Square root (0= IX, 1) Use absolute value 
7 Reciprocal (0=j. ) if XJ=O, 0=0 
8 Natural log (O=InX, ) if XI 5 0,0=0 
9 10910 (O=Iogloxl) if X1 < 0,0=0 
10 Max (O=max(X,, X2)) 
11 Min (O=min(X,, X2)) 
12 Absolute value (O=IX, I) 
13 Sine (O=sinX, ) 
14 Cosine (O=cosX, ) 
15 Tangent (O=tanX, ) if Xj=(n+ý17r) n=(0,1,2 

0=0 

16 Power (0ýýXX2) if XJ=O, 0=0 

17 Sign change (0=-Xl) 

Table 5.5: Operators used in the Shaky Hand CGP 

Number of Generations 

130 

The number of generations was limited to 100,000 initially, with each run being halted earlier 
if a solution is found. Detailed analysis of the results, which are discussed in Section 5.6.2, 

shows that the maximum number of generations could be reduced to 50,000. 

Program Structure 

The prograsn structure for the Shaky Hand CGP is summarised as follows. 

1. Generate 5 sets of initial solutions to form population. 

2. Select two different starting input data sets for yj and y2 at random, to define multiple 
virtual tracks. 

3. Evaluate the cost of all the solutions in the population. 

4. Determine the best solution and assign it as the current best. 

5. Mutate the current best to generate 4 sets of offspring to form new population. 

6. Return to step 3 for 1000 generations. 
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7. Shift both the input data sets by 10 points and then return to step 3 until either 50,000 

generations are completed or convergence is achieved. 

One solution for obtaining V,, is achieved at the end of this process. This is then repeated 60 

times to produce 60 possible candidates for the generic solution. The whole process is then 

repeated to obtain 60 candidates for the VO solutions. 
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5.5 Shaky Hand Sensor Algorithms 

Solutions for V,, and V0 were obtained for the following cases (See Figure 5.14 for definitions): 

Case 1: All four sensors working correctly 
Case 2: One sensor failure (e. g. sensor A) 

Case 3: Two sensor failures 1- Adjacent sensor pair failure (e. g. sensors A and B) 

Case 4: Two sensor failures 2- Diagonal sensor pair failure (e. g. sensors A and D) 

Case 5 Two sensor failures 3- Opposite sensor pair failure (e. g. sensors A and C) 

Case 6 Three sensor failures (e. g. sensors A, B and Q 

Sensor A Sensor B 
Wire Track 

Figure 5.14: Definition of the sensor pairs 

Sixty runs were carried out for each V,, and V0 case and all the solutions were verified using 

a process which is described in Section 5.5.1. 

Case 1 was investigated to prove that CGP achieves a correct normal solution. Out of 60 

runs, 60 successful solutions were obtained. A successful run is such that the output from 

the evolved solution is equal to the output from the original algorithm, thus giving a cost of 

zero (maximum fitness). All the obtained solutions were the same as the original algorithms 
(Equations 5.1 and 5.2). 

Sensor C Sensor D 
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5.5.1 Verification Method 

The stochastic nature of CGP meant that the obtained solutions for the failure cases could 
be different from each other. The requirement was for generic solutions, so a genericity test 

was devised as follows. 

Test Set 

The test input sets were chaxacterised from yj and y2 data in the data bank described in 

Section 5.4.1. Each bank consisted of 5000 data points and, in this case, the order of yj data 

was reversed. All of the reversed yj and non-reversed y2 data were used as the test sets. 
Because of the reversing, the test sets would look different from the training sets. The 5000 

test sets were applied to each solution and the mean costs were analysed and compaxed with 

each other. Figure 5.15 shows the actual value of a in mm and 0 in degrees corresponding 
to the test set. Figure 5.16 provides the corresponding offset error voltages, V,,, and VO. The 

graphs display a wide range of Vc, and VO which are smooth and continuous, thus giving a 

good test set range. A solution with the best mean cost out of 60 obtained solutions was 

selected as the best solution. The best solutions for each failure cases are described next. 
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Figure 5.15: Expected a and 0 obtained from the validation test set 
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5.5.2 Evolved Solutions 

The symmetry of the plate means that if one good solution is obtained then that solution 

can be modified to fit other equivalent, complementary sensor failure cases. For example, 

assuming that a good solution is obtained for the case of a diagonal sensor pair, sensors A 

and D failure, then by swapping sensors A and D in the solutions with sensors B and C, and 

making the appropriate sign changes, a good solution for the other diagonal pair failure case 
follows. This technique has been used in realising the evolved solutions. 
Recalling Equations 5.1 and 5.2, the solutions for detecting the offset errors when all the 

sensors axe functioning correctly axe: 

Va :: -- (VA + VB) - MC + VD) (5.27) 

VO (VA + VD) - (VB + VC) (5.28) 

The Shaky Hand CGP has produced solutions for different failure cases as mentioned earlier. 
The results are summaxised below. 

Case 2: Solutions for One Sensor Failure Cases 

1. Sensor A Failure 

VB 2 V,, = In ý7-) ) 
C 

(5.29) 

VO = 
VD VC 

(5.30) 
VC VD 

2. Sensor B FaHure 

VA 2 Va = In V-) ) (5.31) 

VO = 
VD VC 

(5.32) 
VC VD 

3. Sensor C Failure 

VA 
2 V,, = In T-) ) (5.33) 

VA VB 
VO =-- (5.34) VB - VA 
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4. Sensor D Failure 

V,, = In 
VB 2 (5.35) 
vc 

VO = 
VA VB 

(5.36) VB VA 

Each V. and VO solutions utilise only two sensor signals rather than three. However, all the 

three sensor signals are required to obtain full information for the position of the center of 
the plate relative to the wire track. 

The two sensor pairs used axe diagonal pairs for V,, solutions and adjacent pairs for VO solu- 
tions. Development of the solutions for the two sensor pair failure cases was then investigated, 
but it was found that the solutions for one sensor failure cases shown above are also the best 

solutions for the relative two sensor pair failure cases. 

Case 3: Solutions for Adjacent Sensor Pair Failure Cases 

1. Adjacent Pair AB Failure, 

Va = -(logio(In(VcvDVD) + Vc) + min[ 
In(VcvDVD)' 

, VC]) (5.37) 
min[(VcVD)2(vc v D) 

, 
Vc] 

V 
VD VC 

0 VC VD (5.38) 

2. Adjacent Pair CD Failure, 

v 
loglo(ln(VBVAVA) + VB) + min[ 

ln(VB AVA) 
VBI (5.39) 

min[(VAVB)2(VBVA), VBJ 

V 
1ý: VB 

VB VA (5.40) 
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Case 4: Solutions for Diagonal Sensor Pair Failure Cases 

1. Diagonal Pair AD Failure, 

VB 
2 V,, = In ((V-) ) (5.41) 

rc 

Vo ln(VBVC) +I sin(ln(Vc)) 
I l,, [(VBVC)2, ln(Vc)] 1 

(5.42) 
loglo(max[loglo(sin(VB + Vc)), max[(VBVc)2, ln(Vc)]] 

2. Diagonal Pair BC Failure, 

Vc, = In(( 
VA 2 (5.43) vDn 

ll"WXI(V V )2 Vo ln(VAVD) +I sin(ln(VD)) ADI In(VD)l 1 
(5.44) 

loglo(max[loglo(sin(VA + VD)) 
, max[(VAVD)2, ln(VD)]] 

Case 5: Solutions for Opposite Sensor Pair Failure Cases 

1. Opposite Pair AC Failure, 

v. Vc, = In (VDB)f In (VDVB) -max [VDVB VB] I+ In (VDVB) -max [VDVB VB] 

+ logio(max[ 
2; -,, - , 

VB 
(5.45) 

max[VD , 
VBJ + VD - max[VDVI? , sin(VB)l 

V0 = Imin[In(ý, fV-B) 
, VD]j (5.46) 

2. Opposite Pair BD Failure, 

VI Vc, In(V c)IV I ln(VAVc) - max [VAvc , VC] + ln(VAVc) - max [VAvc' , VC] 

+ loglo(max[ 1 
VCD} 

(5.47) 

max[VA, Vc] + VA - max[VAvc , sin(VC2)] ' 

Vo = lmin[ln(NýVA), VC]l (5.48) 
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Case 6: Solutions for Three Sensor Failure Cases 

1. BCD Sensor Failure, 

Va = loglo (VI sin WVA) (5A9) 

Vo =- In(min [sin (VVA) 
, VA]) (5.50) 

2. ACD Sensor Failure, 

Va = 10910(ýl Sin(VVB)I) 

Vo =- ln(min[sin(ý/VB), VB]) (5.52) 

3. ABD Sensor Failure, 

V. = loglo (ýj sin (-, IV-C) 1) (5.53) 

Vo =- ln(min[sin(VV-c) , Vc]) (5.54) 

4. ABC Sensor Failure, 

Va = loglo(ýI sin(-N/VD)l) 

Vo =- In(min[sin(ýý, 7V-D), VDI) (5.56) 

The evolved V,, solutions made use of all operator types given except cos and tan. -The VO 

evolved solutions made use of all the operator types given except min, mciprocal, cos and 
tan. 
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5.6 Evolved Solution Analysis 

5.6.1 Cost Analysis 

Using the validation data sets, the mean costs, Jv. and Jv,,, over the test input set (5000 input 

sets) for the best evolved V,, and VO solutions and their standard deviations axe summarised. 

in Table 5.6. 

Number of Failure case STD) JV0 (S T D) 
sensor failur, 
1 Sensor A failure 0.312(0.222) 0.206(0.215) 

Sensor B failure 0.241(0.256) 0.206(0.215) 
Sensor C failure 0.241(0.256) 0.299(0.297) 
Sensor D failure 0.312(0.222) 0.299(0.297) 

2 Adjacent pair AB failure 0.792(13.700) 0.206(0.215) 
Adjacent pair CD failure 0.655(13.707) 0.299(0.297) 
Diagonal pair AD failure 0.312(0.222) 0.473(2.669) 
Diagonal pair BC failure 0.241(0.256) 0.504(2.671) 
Opposite pair AC failure 1.039(3.471) 1.084(2.338) 
Opposite pair BD failure 1.023(3.442) 1.082(2.332) 

3 Sensor BCD failure 1.161(6.552) 1.237(5.094) 
Sensor ACD failure 1.241(6.134) 1.134(5.103) 
Sensor ABD failure 1.259(6.133) 1.091(4.265) 
Sensor ABC failure 6.551) 1.178(4.261) 

Table 5.6: Summary of the cost and the standard deviations of the evolved solutions 

The one sensor fallure cases have mean costs of less than 0.5. This indicates that for every 
input set used, an error of less than 50% is made on the estimation of the wire position on the 

plate relative to the sensor positions. The opposite sensor pair and the three sensor failure 

cases have mean costs above 1 and the operation is more likely to fall in these cases as the 

solution outputs become unreliable. 
Looking into the physical size of the plate (45mm by 45mm), if the cost is relatively low, for 

example less than 0.5, the centre of the plate will be close to the wire track, e. g. if a is 5mm, 

then the error would be approximately 2.5mm. An error-driven control algorithm will drive 

the plate to reduce this error, provided that the sense of the error is in the correct direction. 

So, as long as the motors move correctly and a and 0 are small, then the Shaky Hand should 

operate correctly but with degraded tracking performance. If the offsets are laxge and/or of 
the wrong sense, combined with high cost then there would be a serious problem. 
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From Table 5.6, the following observations can be made. 

Adjacent sensor pair failure VO solutions and diagonal sensor pair failure V,, solutions 

produce good fitness with small standard deviations. The combined solutions are used 
for the one sensor failure cases as mentioned in Section 5.5.2. 

Adjacent sensor pair failure V,, solutions do not have as good fitness as those for VO or 
diagonal sensor pair failure V. solutions. The standard deviations are also high. 

9 Diagonal sensor pair failure VO solutions have relatively good fitness but have high 

standard deviations. 

* Opposite sensor pair failure solutions have similar fitness to those given by the three 

sensor failure solutions. 

9A huge difference can be observed in the fitness between 'One sensor failures, adjacent 
sensor pair failures, diagonal sensor pair failures' and 'opposite sensor pair failures, 

three sensor failures'. 

Figure 5.17 displays how the Shaky Hand would look at the plate upon failures. 

C C 

Figure 5.17: Sensor failure patterns 

If there is only one adjacent pair sensor (Figure 5.17, No. 1), it is still possible to obtain the 

approxh-nate angle information using the relative sensor voltages. However, the sensors on 

2. Diagonal sensor pair only 1. Adjacent sensor pair only 

3. Opposite sensor pair only 4. One sensor only 
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the other side of the plate do not provide any information regaxding the distance to the other 

side of the plate, so the exact lateral offset would be more difficult to obtain than the angle. 
This explains the very good VO fitness and poor Vý, fitness. 

If only the diagonal sensor pairs are active (Figure 5.17, No. 2), then a reference on each side 
(top and bottom) of the plate is provided, giving more accurate estimation for the lateral 

offset. Thus V,, fitness is good. The difference in the diagonal sensor pair output values can 

provide correct polaxity of the angle, and the proportion of the difference can be used to 

estimate the rough value of VO. 

The one sensor failure cases use the same VO solutions for the adjacent sensor pair failure 

cases and the V,,, solutions for the diagonal sensor pair failure cases. Both fitness are very 

good. These cases use only two sensor outputs to estimate each % and VO but require the 

use of all three remaining sensors. 
For the opposite sensor pair failure case (Figure 5.17, No. 3), the sensors would not be able 

to provide any information about the angle. Figure 5.18 explains the situation graphically. 
Opposite sensor pair only 

Figure 5.18: Impossible estimation of the offset errors 

The three plate diagrams on this figure, each contain two or three different wire positions 

whose a and 0 are different. However, the working opposite pair sensors (in this case, sensors 
A and C) would produce the same signals for these different wire positions in each case. The 

Shaky Hand can obtain information about the position of the wire at the edge of the plate, 
but not a position relative to the centre of the plate. Therefore the fitness for both V, and 
VO are bad. For this reason, if there are only opposite sensor pairs on the plate, the Shaky 

Hand operation fails. 

For the three sensor failure cases (Figure 5.17, No. 4), the remaining one sensor does not 

provide much information about the wire positions to the Shaky Hand as well. There is 

no reference and the Shaky Hand cannot obtain any information about the angle or lateral 

offset. It would be wise to abandon the operation. 

CCC 
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There is a reason for the high standard deviation for % solution obtained for adjacent sensor 

pair failure case. Costs for the test sets were obtained from the evolved solutions using 

Equations 5.21 and 5.22. If the denominator of the equations is small, i. e. if the ideal values 

of % or VO, are small, the outcome of the equations tends to be large. The difference in 

the ideal non-failure case values and the obtained values from the evolved solutions therefore 

becomes more critical for the small ideal values. The high standard deviations for the diagonal 

sensor pair failure cases axe due to the discontinuity seen when evaluating the costs. This 

can be observed from Figures 5.16 and 5.19. Figure 5.19 compares the cost of one of the VC, 

diagonal sensor pair failure solutions (Jv. =0.241, STD=0.256) and the adjacent paIr failure 

solution (Jv. =0.655, STD=13.707) for all the test input sets. 
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of diagonal and adjacent sensor pair failure solutions for V. using test sets 

Cost variation for the Vc, diagonal sensor pair failure solution shows that the cost is kept 

below 1 (good) for all the input sets. For the adjacent sensor pair failure solution, the cost 
is kept below 1 for most of the input sets applied but exceeds 1 for some occasions. This 

is exactly the number of times that V,, data in Figure 5.16 crosses the zero line (transition 

from positive to negative, negative to positive). Unless a very good solution whose outcome 
is very similar to the original algorithm outcome is evolved, the standard deviation will be 

Cost for all Input data: V diagonal sensor pair BC failure 
a 
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affected by this evaluation method. It is important to note that the cost from the adjacent 

sensor pair failure solution is kept low for the majority of the input sets which suggests the 

high quality of the obtained solution. 
The same analysis was carried out for other solutions. The adjacent sensor pair failure VO 

solution produced similar graph (Figure 5.20, bottom) to the diagonal sensor pair failure V. 

solution. The diagonal sensor pair VO solution produced similar graph (Figure 5.20, top) to 

the adjacent sensor pair failure V,, solution. 

Cost for all input data: V diagonal sensor pair BC failure 
2 

0.5 

0 

T5 
80. 

0. 

I"IIII "" III 

0 500 1 DOO 1500 2DOO 25DO 3000 3500 4000 4500 50DO 
Input data Indices 

Cost for all Input data: V adjacent sensor pair AB failure 
0 

Figure 5.20: Comparison of diagonal and adjacent sensor pair failure solutions for VO using test sets 

For both the V,, and VO opposite sensor pair failure cases and three sensor failure cases as 

shown in Figures 5.21 and 5.22, their fitness is kept to near unity for the majority of input 

sets. Their cost values have extreme values when the expected values axe zero. 

0 Boo 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 
Input data Indices 
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Cost for all input data: vcg opposite sensor pair AC failure 
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of opposite sensor pair failure solutions and three sensor failure solutions for V, 

using test sets 
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of opposite sensor pair failure solutions and three sensor failure solutions for VO 
using test sets 
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5.6.2 Evolutionary Convergence Analysis 

Costs from the best obtained evolved solutions were recorded every 200 generations during 

the evolution process. This allows us to observe how the evolutions produce generic solutions. 

There may be similar patterns to all successfully obtained generic solutions. The results are 

shown in Figures 5.23 to 5.28. The first 5000 generations of the evolutions are also featured 

in Figures 5.29 and 5.30. The input training set remains constant for 1000 generations. 
As the CGP evolution progresses over these 1000 generations, reduction in cost (increased 

fitness) is to be expected. After each 1000 generations, the training set is changed, so a sharp 

increase in cost (reduced fitness) is to be expected. However, the convergence process should 

recommence. This general trend can be observed in all the figures (Figures 5.23 to 5.30). It 

is not always the case that the fitness gets worse but it is clear that the fitness is affected by 

this change. These figures show occasional sudden increase in costs and this coincides with 

a change in the input set, but generally drops off rapidly as the solution evolves further. 

The V,, solution for diagonal sensor pair failure case and the VO solution for adjacent pair fail- 

ure case produce good fitness, as shown in Table 5.6. Their cost evolution graphs (Figures 5.24 

and 5.26 respectively) show gradual convergence towards zero at later generations. The Va 

solution for adjacent sensor pair failure case and the VO solution for diagonal pair failure case 

produce reasonably good fitness. Their cost evolution graphs (Figures 5.23 and 5.27 respec- 

tively) axe quite similar to Figures 5.24 and 5.26 that their solutions converge towards zero 

at later generations. For the opposite sensor pair failure solutions (Figures 5.25 and 5.28), 

which produce mean cost over 1, the graphs also show the tendency to converge, however, 

the costs get poorer at the later generations. 
As mentioned before, the initial maximum generation number was limited to 100,000. All 

the solutions were evolved with this maximum generation number. However, we found that 

the graphs of the V,,, solutions for adjacent pair and the opposite pair failures seem to contain 
two large waves. Their cost suddenly gets higher than the initial cost value after 50,000 

generations and starts to settle down again gradually. For this reason, the V" diagonal 

sensor pair failure solution was re-evolved using 50,000 generations to observe the outcome. 
Exactly the same solution was obtained despite CGP being a random process. So, all the 

solutions were re-evolved with 50,000 generations and proved to be successful except for the 

opposite sensor pair failure solutions. Evolutions using fewer generations (10,000 and 30,000 

generations) to obtain the solutions were then attempted but a generic solution could not be 

obtained for any of the failure conditions. This is due to the under-training of the solution 
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that it did not exploit enough generations to converge towards a generic solution. Evolutions 

using more generations (300,000,500,000 and 1,000,000) were attempted for the opposite 

sensor pair failure solutions, but generic solutions still could not be obtained. This is because 

of the dffficulty in estimating the a and 0 offsets as explained in Section 5.6.1. 

In some parts of graphs, for example, the costs of the solution being evolved at generation 

number of between 15,000 and 18,000 in Figure 5.23 show that the solution did not converge 

after 1000 generations of fixed input set, so, the cost was constantly increased when the input 

set was modified. Increasing the sliding window size might help this part of the evolution to 

converge, but on the whole, these evolutions converged well and provided the good solutions. 

Therefore no further change was effected. 
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5.6.3 Improvement Over the Original Solutions 

For completeness, the performance of the original 4-sensor algorithms (Equations 5.27 and 

5.28) were assessed when they were used under failure conditions, with zeroed faulty coil 

voltages applied as appropriate. The standard test sets were used as in previous experiments 

to validate evolved algorithms. The following data was collected. 

9 Mean costs and the standard deviations corresponding to the test set (5000 data points). 

o V,, and Vo values for all the failure cases. 

Cost and the standard deviation obtained from the original algorithms were compaxed with 

those obtained from the evolved solution. The results axe tabulated in Table 5.7 for V,, 

solutions and in Table 5.8 for VO solutions. 

Failure Cases Cost/STD Rom Origi- 
nal algorithms 

Cost/STD From 
Evolved Algorithm 

One Sensor (B Failure) 8.798/179.945 0.241/0.256 
Adjacent Pair (AB Failure) 19.870/353.160 0.792/13.700 
Diagonal Pair (BC Failure) 0.441/0.245 0.241/0.256 
Opposite Pair (AC Failure) 4.312/66.834 1.039/3.471 
Three Sensors (ABC Failure) 11.150/179.504 1.180/6.551 

Table 5.7: Comparison of cost/STD between the original V. "adgorithm and the evolved V. algorithms 

Failure Cases I Cost/Std Rom Ori 
Algorithm 

Cost/Std From Evolved 
Algorithm 

One Sensor (A Failure) 2.593/24.492 0.206/0.215 
Adjacent Pair (AB Failure) 0.411/0.262 0.206/0.215 
Diagonal Pair (BC Failure) 6.133/51.626 0.504/2.671 
Opposite Pair (AC Failure) 1.982/16.461 1.084/2.338 
Three Sensors (ABC Failure) 3.668/29.479 1.178/4-261 

Table 5.8: Comparison of cost/STD between the original VO algorithm and the evolved V# algorithms 

All the mean cost obtained using evolved solutions are much better than the originals for the 

same failure situations. Standard deviations also generally improved. The evolved solutions 

surpassed the originals. 
Cost/STD values from the original V,, algorithm for the case of diagonal sensor pair failure and 
from the original VO algorithm for the case of adjacent sensor pair failure case are relatively 

good and suggest that they. may be still useable for one sensor failure cases. However, there 
is a contradiction with the fitness for the one sensor failure case obtained from the original 
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algorithm. With only one sensor failure, the fitness is expected to be better than two sensor 
failure cases, but actually, a deterioration is observed for both V,, and VO solutions. This may 
be because the original algorithms become unbalanced as there is one more sensor on one side 

of the plate than on the other. Thus, Equation 5.57 becomes Equation 5.58 for the sensor 
B failure as the output from the sensor B output is forced to be zero. For diagonal sensor 

pair BC failure case, Equation 5.57 becomes Equation 5.59, providing information about the 

polaxity of a (whether it is in the top half of the plate or in the bottom half). Thus, the 
fitness of the diagonal sensor pair failure case solution is better than the one sensor failure 

case. 

Va -` 
(VA + VB) - (VC + VD) (5.57) 

If sensor B fails, 

Va " VA - MC + VD) (5.58) 

Furthermore, if sensor C fails, 

Va ` VA - VD (5.59) 

Similarly for VO, Equation 5.60 becomes Equation 5.61 for the case of sensor A failure and 
becomes Equation 5.62 for the adjacent sensor pair AB failure. Equation 5.62 provides 
information about the polarity of 0 thus the fitness of the adjacent sensor pair failure case 

solution is better than one sensor failure case. 

VO 7-- (VA + VD) - (VB + VC) (5.60) 

If sensor A fails, 

VO: 
-` 

VD - (VB + VC) 

Furthermore, if sensor B falls, 

VO ý VD - VC (5.62) 
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The actual outputs, V,, and VO, of the evolved solutions under failure conditions are compared 

with the expected values when all the sensors are working correctly and axe displayed in 

Figures 5.31 and 5.32. For the evolved solutions, one sensor failure solutions have the same 

responses as the diagonal sensor pair failure solution for V,, and adjacent solution for VO. 

Thus, responses from the one sensor failure case solutions are not included. For completeness, 
Figures 5.33 and 5.34 show the results of failures (zeroed sensor outputs) when the original 

algorithms are used. 
The evolved solutions provide better estimations of the offset error voltages than the original 

algorithms. Both the V. and VO given by the solutions for one sensor, adjacent sensor pair and 
diagonal sensor pair failure cases, track the nominal, ideal values reasonably well. The other 

solutions do not track well at all. The graphs coincide with the associated costs (Table 5.6). 

As for the original solutions, although some solution output patterns look similar to the 

ideal pattern, their polarity is not necessarily the same. In conclusion, the evolved solutions 
do show a definite improvement over the original algorithms. 
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Figure 5.31: V,, from the evolved solutions 
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One Sensor Failure Case 

Figures 5.35 and 5.36 display the graphs for one sensor failure case. The polarity of the 

output from the evolved solutions is always the same as the expected value, whereas this is 

not always the case for the original solution. The original algorithms are now modified to: 

Va: -- VB - (VC + VD) (5.63) 

Vo ý-- VD - (VB + VC) (5.64) 

As can be observed from the solutions above, one less sensor produces an unbalanced situation 
in the original algorithms, which may provide an incorrect polarity. The evolved solutions 

use only two sensors for V,, and VO each (total three sensors are required) and produce better 

outputs. 
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Adjacent Sensor Pair Failure Case 

165 

Solution outputs are displayed in Figures 5.37 and 5.38. They show the evolved solutions 

have better response than the original ones. The original algorithms with sensors A and B 

failure cause them to be modified into: 

Va - (VC + VD) (5.65) 

VO VD - VC (5.66) 

The difference between sensors C and D output voltages indicates the existence of VO. Thus 

the polarity of the 0 can be implied even using the original algorithm. Therefore, the original 

algorithm for VO would still allow reasonably good error estimation. This is also indicated in 

Table 5.8. However, V,, is always negative as Equation 5.65 states, so not even the polarity 

can be implied. 
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Diagonal Sensor Pair Failure Case 

Similar to the adjacent sensor pair failure case, the evolved. solution responses to V,, and VO 

are better than the original algorithms as can be seen in Figures 5.39 and 5.40. The original 
algorithms axe modified into Jýquations 5.67 and 5.68. 

Vix VA - VD (5.67) 

VO VA + VD (5.68) 

The polarity of % is correct for the whole duration, so the cost is reasonably good as can be 

seen from Table 5.7. However, the polarity of VO will always be positive which can cause a 
catastrophic failure. 
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Opposite Sensor Pair Failure Case 

As explained using Figure 5.18 previously, the opposite sensor pair failures cause an impossible 

situation for the Shaky Hand to estimate the correct wire positions. Equations 5.69 and 5.70 

cannot provide any information regarding a or 0. Figures 5.41 and 5.42 support this theory. 

This deficiency is also highlighted in the evolved solutions. Fitness from the evolved solution 

is better than that from the original algorithm because the solution is kept at close to zero 

most of the time. This way, the relative difference between the expected values and the 

evolved solution are better balanced than the original case. The Shaky Hand CGP has 

evolved solutions to satisfy only the best fitness. The solution selected was the one which 

gave the most balanced outputs. 

Va VB - VD (5.69) 

VO VD - VB (5.70) 
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Three Sensors Failure Case 

The outputs from the original algorithms axe kept either always positive or always negative 

as Equations 5.71. and 5.72 show. Similar to the opposite sensor pair failure case, estimation 

of V,, and VO is impossible using only one sensor. The outputs from the evolved solutions axe 

also kept near to zero for the majority of the profile. 

Va - VD (5.71) 

VO VD (5.72) 
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5.6.4 Further Evaluation of the Evolved Solutions 

In order to look into the features of the evolved solutions, % and VO from the evolved solutions 

axe evaluated for the wire positions as shown in Figure 5.45. The corresponding solutions, 
V,,, and Vo, are summarised in Table 5.9. 

Figure 5.45: Different wire coordinates for evaluating the evolved solutions 

wire 
Posi- 

tion 

VA VB 

VC VD 

VaIdeal VoIdeal VaAB VOAB VaBC VOBC I VaAC VOAC VaABC VOAB I 

1 5.005.00 8.88 0 5.30 0 4.38 1.92 12.73 0.56 -0.08 0.58 
0.560.56 

2 1.001.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.04 0.17 
1.001.00 

3 0.560.56 -8.88 0 -3.10 0 -4.38 0.93 -0.51 0.29 -0.05 0.24 
5.005.00 

4 5.000.56 0 8.88 2.44 8.82 0 5.39 -0-51 0.29 -0.05 0.24 
0.565.00 

5 5.001.00 4.44 4.44 2.81 1.23 3.22 3.01 0 0 -0.04 0.17 
0.56 1.00 

6 1.000.56 -4.44 4.44 -1.42 4.80 -3.22 2.03 -0.51 0.29 -0.05 0.24 
1.005.00 

7 0.565.00 0 -8.88 -0.79 -8.82 0 -3.11 12.73 0.56 -0.08 0.58 
5.000.56 

8 1.005.00 4.44 -4.44 2.23 -1.23 1.16 -1.91 12.73 0.56 -0.08 0.58 
1.000.56 
0.561.00 -4.44 -4.44 -1.14 -4.80 -1.16 -1.08 0 0 -0.04 0.17 
5.001.00 1 1 1 1 

Table 5.9: Evolved solution outputs for different wire positions 

In Table 5.9, all the subscript letters beside V,, and VO represent which evolved solutions are 

used. For example, VaIde. 1 is the V,, value obtained from the ideal non-sensor failure case, 

and the original solutions axe used. SimilarlY, VaAB is the % value obtained from the sensors 
A and B failure case and the appropriate evolved solutions axe used. 
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The one sensor failure case solutions are excluded from the table because they share the 

solutions with the diagonal sensor pair failure solution for V,,,, and the adjacent sensor pair 

failure solution for VO. 

A maximum voltage of 5V, and a minimum voltage of 0.56V axe assumed from the sensors. 

In the middle, 1V is generated. 
From Table 5.9, followings can be observed: 

1. For All the Solutions: 

Estimation of the offset errors are correct when the wire sits at the ideal zero offset 

position (position 1) for all the solutions except for the three sensor failure case. 

2. Rom Adjacent Sensor Pair AB Failure Solution (4th column): 

"A good estimate of VO is obtained. The polarity of VO is always correct. 

" VO solution is accurate when the ideal VO is zero. 

" Estimate of VO at position 6 is better than at position 5. Estimate at position 9 

is better than at position 8. Estimate at position 4 and 7 are equal. This implies 

that the estimation of the VO error signals is more accurate when the wire position 

is nearer to the working sensor pair C and D. 

" Estimate of Va become unreliable at extreme 0 (position 4 and 7), otherwise the 

polarity is always correct. 

" Estimate of Va at position 1 is better than position 3. Estimate at position 5 

is better than at position 6. Estimate at position 8 is better than at position 9. 

Therefore; quite unexpectedly, for % adjacent solution, a better estimation of the 

offset is observed away from the working sensors. Since the solution only utilises 
the two working sensor outputs, the solution can be said to work better with the 

smaller values of the working sensors. 

3. Rom Diagonal Sensor Pair BC Failure Solution (5th column): 

A good estimate of V,, is obtained. The polarity of V,, is always correct. 

V,, solution is accurate when the ideal V,,, is zero. 

Estimate of V,, at position 5 is better than at position 8. Estimate at position 6 

is better than at position 9. It suggests the estimation of the lateral offset is more 

accurate when the wire is nearer to the working sensor pair A and D. 
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" Estimate of V0 at position 4 is better than at position 7. Estimate at position 5 

is better than at position 8. Estimate at position 6 is better than at position 9. 

It suggests that the estimation of the V0 error signals is also more accurate when 

the wire position is nearer to the working sensor pair A and D. 

" Estimate of V0 become inaccurate when the wire is parallel to the plate except at 

the ideal zero offset wire position. Otherwise the polarity is always correct. 

4. Rom Opposite Sensor Pair AC Failure Solution (6th column): 

" Estimations are generally unreliable except at position 2. 

" The polarity of V0 is always positive. 

" The remaining -sensors can detect the position of the wire only when at the edge 

of the plate. Only three different positions axe available in this case, as shown in 

Figure 5.18. Therefore the solutions axe unreliable. 

5. Rom Three Sensor ABC Failure Solution (7th column): 

* Estimations are unreliable. 

Polarity of the outputs axe either kept positive or negative and their values are 

always small, giving a flat response to any input sets. Both Vc, and VO solutions 

axe unreliable. 

The Shaky Hand CGP demonstrates the ability to search for the optimum solution for this 

problem. With one sensor failure, the solutions have very good fitness. The diagonal sensor 

pair failure and the adjacent sensor pair failure solutions also have reasonably good fitness. 

However, if a solution does not exist, or is impossible to solve, then it produces a solution to 

cause least errors for the given training sets such as the opposite sensor pair failure solutions 

and the three sensor failure solutions. 
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5.7 Adapting The Solutions Into The Shaky Hand 

The solutions are generic as suggested in Section 5.5.1. These generic solutions were then 

implemented in Simulink. The original offset error sensing algorithms inside the Simulink 

models were replaced by the evolved solutions. Failed sensors were forced to produce zero 

voltage as discussed. All the evolved solutions were then implemented in haxdware to test 

them in practice. 

5.7.1 Results of Simulink Simulation 

The wire track model has been developed for the simulation purpose as described in Sec- 

tion 2.5.1. The virtual track consists of three different functions. Two straight lines with 

different gradient, and a curved line. The initial condition of the plate is set so that the 

plate sits at coordinate (0,0) and has an angular offset, 0, of +3.4 degrees. Coordinate (x, y) 

is equivalent to the physical displacement on the base frame and has a unit of mm. When 

the simulation starts, the position of the centre of the plate is recorded over time, then a 

locus of the plate is plotted. If the plate tracks the wire from the beginning to the end of the 

simulation then the simulation result is stated as successful, else, the simulation is deemed as 

unsuccessful. Another game rule states that the sensors should never touch the wire track, so 

the maximum sepaxation distance between the sensors and the wire is 22.5mm. The simula, - 
tion results are summarised in Table 5.10. A tick, v/, indicates a successful simulation result, 

and a cross, x indicates an unsuccessful simulation result. 
Number of Failure Case Simulation Result 
sensor failures 
1 Sensor A failure V 

Sensor- B failure 
Sensor C failure 
Sensor D failure V 

2 Adjacent pair AB failure V 
Adjacent pair CD failure V 
Diagonal pair AD failure V., 
Diagonal pair BC failure V 
Opposite pair AC failure x 
Opposite pair BD failure x 

3 Sensors BCD failure x 
Sensors ACD failure x 
Sensors ABD failure x 
Sensors ABC failure x 

Table 5.10: Simulink simulation results 
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Figures 5.46 to 5.52 display the results of the simulation in graphical forms. Figure 5.46 

indicates the outcome of the simulation when all the sensors axe functioning correctly. The 

dashed line on the graph is the wire track and the solid line represents the position of the 

centre of the plate. The lines overlap from the start to the end for the successful simulation 

results. Figure 5.47 shows a zoomed view in the vicinity of a track change from the first 

function to the second function. Figures 5.48,5.49 and 5.50 represent the one sensor failure 

case, diagonal sensor pair failure case and adjacent sensor pair failure case respectively. These 

simulations are shown to be successful. Figures 5.48 and 5.49 axe quite similax to each other 

and also to the ideal non-failure case. This suggests that the generic solutions for the one 

sensor failure cases and also the diagonal case can provide a performance which is virtually 

indistinguishable from the ideal non-failure case. Out of the successful two sensor failure 

case solutions, the diagonal sensor pair failure solutions provide better performance. The 

overshoot in the graph is smaller and is better damped. This follows the pattern of the mean 

cost as shown in Table 5.6. The diagonal sensor pair failure solutions have better fitness 

overall than the adjacent sensor pair failure solutions. The other graphs indicate that the 

plate position is totally off the wire track. The solutions for opposite sensor pair failure cases 

and three sensor failure cases would fail. 

For completeness, Simulink simulation using the original algorithms were also carried out 

assuming there are failed sensors. All the simulation results were unsuccessful as predicted. 
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Figure 5.50: Simulink simulation: using the sensor A&B failure case solution 
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Figure 5.51: Simulink simulation. using the sensor A&C failure case solution 
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5.7.2 Results Using Shaky Hand Hardware 

Following on from the Simulink simulation, these solutions were implemented using the Shaky 

Hand hardware. All the solutions were tested and videos were taken. The results of the 

practical experiments are shown in Table 5.11. A tick, '/, indicates that the plate followed 

the track from the starting point to the end point of the wire track without drifting off. A 

cross, x, indicates that the plate drifted off, ignoring the presence of the wire track, and the 

run had to be aborted. The original algorithms were first used in practice so that coil sensors 

on the plate could be approximately calibrated. 

Number of Failure Case I Practical Result I 

sensor failure 
I 

1 Sensor A failure V 
Sensor B failure 
Sensor C failure 
Sensor D failure V 

2 Adjacent pair AB failure I/ 
Adjacent pair CD failure V 
Diagonal pair AD failure I/ 
Diagonal pair BC failure v 
Opposite pair AC failure x 
Opposite pair BD failure x 

3 Sensors BCD failure x 
Sensors ACD failure x 
Sensors ABD failure x 
Sensors ABC failure x 

Table 5.11: Results of the evolved solutions in practice 

The practical results reflect the Simulink simulation results and follows the pattern analysed 

in Section 5.6.4. The generic solutions for one sensor, diagonal sensor pair and adjacent 

sensor pair failure cases were able to compensate for the sensor failures. For the one sensor 

failure case, the operation could not be distinguished from the ideal case. For the diagonal 

sensor pair failure case, the plate movement is close to the ideal case, but the plate becomes 

less sensitive to the a and 0 offsets when the wire track is away from the working sensors. 

Further degradation could be observed for the adjacent sensor pair failure case. The wire 

track settles very close to the non-working sensor for most of the time. The solution works 

for the smaller value of the working sensors as predicted in Section 5.6.4. The operation fails 

for the other failure case solutions. 
Evolution of the solutions by CGP proved to be effective. The behaviour of the solutions could 
be predicted by evaluating their costs and analysing the solutions. The evolved solutions are 
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generic and can be applied successfully not only to the Simulink models but also in practice. 

The Shaky Hand is able to cope with some sensor failures as shown in Table 5.11 and complete 

the operation. 

5.8 Why Do the Evolved Solutions for the One Sensor Failure 

Cases Work So Well? 

The solutions for the one sensor failure cases, as recalled by Equations 5.73 to 5.76, are 

elegant. In this section, analytical reasoning behind these solutions are discussed. 

1. V,, Solution for One Sensor Failure 

V,, = In(( 
VB)2 

and (5.73) vc- 

Vc, = ln((KA- )2) (5.74) 
VD 

2. V0 Solution for One Sensor Failure 

VD 

7 
KC- 

and (5.75) 
VC VD 

V 
VA VB 

0= VB VA 
(5.76) 

5.8.1 Analysis of V. Case 

The V,, solutions utilise diagonal sensor pair outputs. Let us look into Equation 5.73, where 

sensor A (or D) has failed. If the wire track is situated in the centre of the plate then VB 

and Vc are equal, giving V,, = 0. If the wire is closer to sensor B than to sensor C, then 

VB is larger than VC. So, VBIVc is greater than 1. Taking natural logarithmic of the value 

provides positive value. If Vc is larger than VB, then, the solution provides a negative value 

as VBIVC is a fraction. So, the natural logarithmic term gives the correct polarity of a. A 

square term in the equation gives an amplification effect, providing greater penalty in the 

presence of a, which drives the plate back into the correct position quickly through control 

action. 
During the evolution of the solution, the program identified the natural logarithmic function 

rather than the loglo function which could also provide the correct polarity. However, the 

natural logarithmic function generates a stronger penalty effect in the presence of a. 
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5.8.2 Analysis of VO Case 

Let us look into Equation 5.75 (Sensor A or B failure case) for the VO solution; It uses two 

adjacent sensors to evaluate the output. VD is normalised to VC by the term VDIVc and 

VC is normalised to VD by the term VCIVD. The difference is taken as VO. It gives correct 

polarity at all times. So, how does the evolved solution differ from the original solution? 

Figure 5.53 illustrates the plate configuration. 
Vlrý track 

Figure 5.53: Plate configuration for the V# solution analysis 

Initially, we assume the presence of 0, with a=O. So, 

AC = AD (5.77) 

The voltage induced in the coil is inversely proportional to its proximity to the wire track 

and has a constant proportionality which we denote K. So, 

vc 
KK (5.78) 

L-AC T-AD 

VD 
K (5.79) T+-AD 

The evolved solution (Equation 5.75) can be represented as 

VO K L-AD K L+AD (5.80) 
L+Ai5-K -!; 

-AD K 
L-AD L+AD (5.81) f_+AD L- AD 

4LAD (5.82) 
L2 - AD2 

Sensor C Sensor D 
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Let us now add an offset a, so, L-L+a, 

4(L + a)AD (5.83) Vo = (L + a)2 -AD2 

The evolved solution (Equation 5.83) is now compared with the original solution: 

VO 
-` 

(VA + VD) - (VB + VC) (5.84) 

In Figure 5.53, VA and VB are the same as VD and VC respectively. Therefore, using substi- 

tution and simplification, the original solution (Equation 5.84) becomes 

VO =- 
4KAD (5.85) 

L2 - AD2 

Equation 5.85 is very similar to Equation 5.82 which is the evolved solution. In fact, for- 

tuitously, K and L do have the same value. Therefore these solutions are exactly the same 

when there is no lateral offset. When a is present, Equation 5.85 becomes 

VO =- 
4KAD (5.86) 

(L + CI)2 - AD2 

So the term (L+a) in Equation 5.83 no longer matches K in Equation 5.86, which does not 

change in the presence of a. 
The graphs plotted based on Equations 5.86 and 5.83 axe shown in Figures 5.54 and 5.55 

respectively. The graphs plot the curves of VO over a range of 0 under the influence of a. 

The dashed line in each plot represent the YO values when a=O. 
Graphs for the original and the evolved solutions show similar pattern. However, the magni- 
tude of VO is different. The magnitude of VO from the evolved solution is smaller when a is 

negative, and is larger when a is positive. The fitness is higher (i. e. the difference between 

the original and the evolved solution becomes less) when a becomes smaller. The evolved 

solution can compute exactly the same VO as the original solution when a=O. Therefore, as 
long as a is kept small, VO from the evolved solution is kept close to the ideal value. So, 

the evolved solution works best under tight tracking which is achieved through the control 

system which drives the offsets towaxds zero. This behaviour coincides with the intention of 
the use of the relative fitness evaluation method (Equations 5.21 to 5.24) during the CGP 

evolution. In conclusion, the evolved solution as shown in Equation 5.75 may possibly be 

found manually, but, the CGP evolution found this solution without any information about 
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the plate geometry, and only the four sensor voltage values. 
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6.1 Introduction 

This chapter gives recommendations for further work, followed by a summary of the work 
presented in this thesis. 

6.2 Recommendation for Further Work 

The author recommends the following further work, applicable to the Shaky Hand. 

9 Development of a monitoring system. 

9 Multi-agent control of the Shaky Hand. 

193 
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6.2.1 Monitoring System 
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Throughout, this work has assumed that the Shaky Hand is able to detect and identify failed 

sensor(s). The Shaky Hand would then select appropriate algorithms to enable continued 

operation or it would abandon further operation. 
This section proposes an implementation for a monitoring system for the Shaky Hand. Firstly, 

we describe how the failure detection and identification for the one sensor failure case can 
be achieved using the evolved solutions obtained in Chapter 5. The idea of constructing a 

monitoring system using intelligent agents in conjunction with social attentive monitoring 
(SAM) [51 is then introduced. 

Fault Detection and Identification Using the Evolved Solutions 

A method for detecting a failure would be to employ a diversity system, where multiple 
different implementations of the same specification are provided and the system chooses 
the correct output on the basis of a quorum to cope with errors. For the Shaky Hand, 

the method would be to compare the original algorithm outputs (Equation 6.1,6.2) with 
the corresponding evolved solutions for the one sensor failure cases (Equation 6.3,6.4,6.5 

and 6.6). 

Va ideal -` 
(VA + VB) - (VC + VD) 

VO i&aI": -- (VA + VD) - (VB + VC) (6.2) 

Va A or/and D failure = ln(( 
VB)2) 
vc 

(6.3) 

Va B or/and C failure = ln(( 
LA- 

)2) 
VD 

(6.4) 

VO A or/and B failure 
VD 

VC 

VC 

VD 
(6.5) 

VO C or/and D failure = 
LA 

V 

VB 

V 
(6.6) 

B A 

Their solution fitnesses are quite high and are quite similar to each other (Table 5.6), so, we 
assume that the outputs are approximately the same at all times. However, if sensor B fails, 
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then the values from all the solutions would no longer be (approximately) equal. i. e. 

VO ideal 9ý- VO A or/and B failure 7' VO C or/and D failure (6.7) 

Vcs ideal ?ý Va A or/and D failure 9' Va B or/and C failure (6.8) 

Since the values are likely to be different, the failure can be detected. The failed sensor B 

may produce following outputs. 

1. Invalid values: In this case, any solutions utilising a value from the sensor B become 

invalid. Therefore, the VO solution for the sensor pair AB failure case (Equation 6-5) 

and the V. solution for the sensor pair BC failure case (Equation 6.4) are the only ones 

which produce valid outputs. So, in the event of a failure, the appropriate three-sensor 

algorithm is automatically selected. 

2. Extreme values: Similar to the above, only Equation 6.5 and 6.4 produce valid outputs. 

3. Constant values which are valid: All the solutions may produce valid outputs. 

For the first two cases, it is easy to infer that sensor B has failed because all solutions utilising 

a value from the sensor B produce an invalid output. However, for the third case, another 

comparison is required to identify the failed sensor. Since a failure is already detected, the 
ideal solutions can no longer be used. A second comparison set, as shown in Table 6.1, must 
be used. 

VO A or/and B failure solution with VO A or/and D failure solution 
VO A or/and B failure solution with VO B or/and C failure Solution 
VO C or/and D failure solution with VO A or/and D failure solution 
YO C or/and D failure solution with VO B or/and C failure solution 
Va A or/and D failure solution with Vct A or/and B failure solution 
Va A or/and D failure solution with V. 0 or/and D failure solution 
Va B or/and C failure solution with Vci A or/and B failure solution 

L-V, B or/and C failure solution with Vc, 
-C or/and D failure Solution 

Table 6.1: Second set of evolved solutions comparison 

If sensor B has failed, then only one solution pair produces similar outputs for each VO and 
V. - By using this second comparison, it is possible to infer which sensor has failed. This 

method relies on the actual solution outputs. This is a simple solution which would work 
with a reasonably high success probability. 
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Monitoring System Using Agent 
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A more reliable way of failure detection and fault identification, is by monitoring the consis- 
tency of signals in the control system. For example, if the top-motor rotates then we expect 

a change in the sensor signals. If the change is not seen or it is inconsistent with the direction 

of the rotation, a failure is detected. Also, if the signal on sensor A increases then the signal 
from sensor C, whose position is opposite of sensor A, is expected to decrease. By monitoring 
these signals, it is possible to infer the failure and identify the faulty sensors. The monitoring 
system may be made even more robust if it incorporates a learning feature. For instance, 
if the system can learn about the relationship between the motor signal strength and the 

rate of change of the sensor signals on the plate or the rate of change of velocities in X- and 
Y-directions then the monitoring system is effectively utilising more information. 

To implement such a monitoring system, we suggest the use of agents. The field of multi-agent 
systems is well established and includes many diverse applications. For example, Deep Space 
One, a NASA spacecraft, utilised an autonomous software for its control as part of the remote 
agent experiment [1]. Agents can be incorporated in a network system for real time tracking 

of a vehicle [3]. Agents have also been used for automating supply chain negotiations [8]. 

To avoid confusion, the use of the word 'agent' shall be clarified. When referring to 'agent' it 
is referring to a software entity with one or more independent threads of execution which is 

entirely responsible for its own input to and output from the environment in which it is situ- 
ated. It is assumed that the agents have well defined objectives or goals and exercise problem 
solving behaviour in pursuit of these goals, reacting in a timely fashion while interacting with 
each other; it is this social behaviour which we refer to as intelligence [11]. 
Kaminka and Tambp [5][4][6] have discussed an agent based monitoring system known as 
social attentive monitoring (SAM) which focuses on monitoring failures in the social rela, 
tionships between agents. The idea of SAM was inspired by Social Comparison Theory [2]. 
The key idea is that agents compare their own behaviour, beliefs, goals, and plans to those 
of other agents, reason about the differences in belief and behaviour, and draw useful conclu- 
sions regarding the correctness of their own actions or that of their peers [5]. SAM has three 
stages, detection of failures, diagnosis of failures and failure recovery through social moni- 
toring. The Shaky Hand only requires the first and possibly the second stages of this. The 

self-recovery is not required because the appropriate control solutions are already prepared. 
Removing the third stage may also reduce the cost in risk (of violating the game rule) as 
the additional computation cost which would come with the recovery system is reduced. A 
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monitoring system such as SAM can be used to monitor the consistency of the coil sensor 

signals through social interaction of agents associated with each sensor. 

The monitoring system Introduced here only focused on the coil sensors on the top plate 

to satisfy the assumption made for the offset error detection. The monitoring area can be 

expanded to Include the other sensors, namely the two shaft-encoder signals and the poten- 

tiometer signal. Social monitoring is one of the possible technique to observe the behaviour 

of these sensors and perform the failure detection and diagnosis. 

6.2.2 Multi-Agent Control for the Shaky Hand 

In this section, a way of providing dependable control of the Shaky Hand using intelligence 

to react to the failure of subsystems is suggested. A multi-agent system is, again, proposed 

as a strategy for such a system. This is because the Shaky Hand plant is simple but has 

fairly large number of inputs and outputs and also has well established goals. These factors 

make the Shaky Hand an ideal sensor-agent platform. The monitoring system mentioned in 

the previous section provides reliability for the current control system via agents. The idea 

of multi-agent control here changes the current control system completely. Agents associated 

with sensors, controllers, and monitors interact and exchange information via communication 

of some sort to achieve their own goals. If multi-agents were to be incorporated successfully 
into the Shaky Hand, the demonstrator could be capable of the following: 

* deciding on the most efficient way of following the track, e. g. low power consumption, 

minimum travelling distance. 

using all available resources, such as sensors, to navigate the plate along the track 

provided. 

adjusting necessary parameters in a timely fashion to cope with the changes in the 

plant. 

identifying failures and diagnosing faults, whose information affects the further naviga, 
tion in real-time. 

presenting the decision-making process for human interpretation for maintenance pur- 

Pose. 

ooping with failure and degradation due to wear and tear. 
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Since the plant depends on the sensor inputs, a way to maximise the use of sensors is sug- 

gested, which is a sensor-fusion technique. This may be the initial step in structuring the 

multi-agent control. 

Sensor and Data Fusion 

Multi-sensor fusion is a method of integrating signals from multiple sources [91, which are 

mainly sensors or other devices that allow for measurement of changing environment. The 

idea behind this is that fusion of complementary information available from different sensors 

will yield more accurate results for information processing problems. Varshney [10] states 

some of the advantages on having multi-sensor fusion system: 

* Improved system reliability and robustness: It has an inherent redundancy. When one 

or more sensors fail, the system can continue to operate at a reduced performance level. 

graceful degradation 

e Extended coverage: Multiple sensors can observe a region larger than the one observed 
by a single sensor. 

* Increased confidence: Sensors can confirm each other's inferences, thereby increasing 

confidence in the final system inference. 

* Shorter response time: More data is collected by multiple sensors, therefore a goal is 

achieved in shorter time. 

9 Improved resolution: Use of sensors with different resolutions can result in an inference 

with better resolution than any single sensor. 

These points axe the driving force for suggesting this technique to apply to the Shaky Hand. 

Using the data fusion technique, more accurate and reliable performance may be obtained. 

6.3 Conclusion 

The basic physical system was designed and built at the beginning of the research. The 

Shaky Hand is a novel laboratory demonstrator and an ideal platform for applying intelligent 

systems for testing sensor fault tolerant, data fusion as well as multi-agent techniques because 

of the multiple inputs/outputs configuration and its simplicity. 
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The author developed the model of the Shaky Hand by studying the physics of the system. 

Models of the control system of the demonstrator were represented by 1/0 software written 

by the author in practice. The control system receives sensor signals from the hardware and 

feeds back the appropriate control signals via 1/0 cards installed in a conventional PC. After 

the initial testing of the whole system, the design of the electrical circuitries and the physical 

system were revised in order to overcome the practical implementation issues arising from 

the practical test of the demonstrator. 

Once the demonstrator was completed, refined and tested, development of the sensor fault 

tolerant control solutions for the Shaky Hand using CGP proceeded. A novel way to evolve 

a fault tolerant genmic solution was established using special training sets. Creation of 

the virtual environment which achieves suitably complex dynamics to allow rich interactions 

between the Shaky Hand and the environment was caxefully constructed. A systematic study 

of the effects of CGP was carried out to establish the best method. The best solutions were 

selected using verification test sets. All the fitnesses and the standard deviations obtained 
from the evolved solutions were analysed to discover how the fitness changes throughout the 

evolution process, and to find any pattern in the successful solution. A good solution seems 

to gradually emerge as the evolution proceeds. The evolved solutions were also compared 

with the original algorithms to show their improvement. The tendency given by the evolved 

solutions suggests that the estimation of errors is generally better when the wire track is 

closer to the working sensors which vindicates the choice of normalised cost function for the 

CGP process. The novel evolved solutions were then implemented in Simulink simulations 
before practical application. 
The practical results coincide with the simulation results. The development of the generic 

sensor fault tolerant algorithms were successful for all the one sensor failure cases, two diago- 

nal sensor pair failure cases and two adjacent sensor pair failure cases. They axe reliable and 
the Shaky Hand system is able to work with failed sensors and on any arbitraxy wire track 

shape. Some of the successful solutions involve conditional operators which would be very 
difficult or impossible to develop manually, without the help of CGP-based evolution. It is 

clear that the established CGP method can be applied for sensor fault tolerant applications 
in practice. The work shows that the use of intelligent techniques can provide a reliable prac- 
tical system and that CGP is a powerful tool to satisfy the control problems raised in this 

thesis. The objectives of the work were verified not only in simulation but also in practice. 
In final conclusion, this work has produced a final fall-back system which will provide safe, 
if degraded, performance of a system when all other fault tolerance mechanisms, based upon 
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multiple redundancy of sensors, cease to be available. CGP has been used to explore the 

potential algorithmic solution space -a task which we consider to be difficult or impossible 

using a manual pen and paper approach. Both the method of generating the solutions and 

the solutions themselves are completely novel. This work opens the door to a different and 

complementary scheme to achieve sensor fault tolerance. 
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A. 1 Shaky Hand Metal Works 

Design layouts for the Shaky Hand metal work are shown. All the work has been done in the 

Student Workshop, Department of Electronics, the University of York. Figures from A. 1 to 
A. 6 have been pre-designed and constructed by Liao [1]. 
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Figure, A. 3: X-carriage and bearing housing (Y-motor side) 
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Figure A. 4: X-carriage and bearing housing (Y-shaft-encoder side) 
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Figure A. 5: Horizontal shaft support plate 
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Figure A. 7: Top view of the supporting layer 
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Figure A. 8: Dimensions of the support poles 
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Figure A. 9: Dimensions for wire track supporting poles 

A. 2 PCB Design Layouts 

Many PCB boards axe used to help the construction of the Shaky Hand. 

Relay Circuit Connections (Top view, placed on supporting layer) 
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110 it 2 101 0 20 

C Connector Number 

1. N/C 
2. X-motor input 
3. NIC 
4. Y-motor input 
S. To LED circuit 
6. N/C 
7. NIC 
8. Top-motorinput 
9. PWM&II-bridge (X) output 
10-16. Microswitches 
17. PWM&II-bridge (Y) output 
18. +12V power supply 
19. PWM&II-bridge (TOP) output 
20. G round 

Power Supply Lines (Top view, placed on supporting layer) 
A hL Power Supply Connectors 

+20 +15V +5V OND . 5V -15V 
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T 1 I I I 
13 
Q 

to 6 el [ý rý rý rý .. . FT, F-TTT-M, - 
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Connector Number 

1&2. +20Vpowersupply 
M4. +l5Vpowersupply 
5&6. +5V power supply 
7&8. Ground 
9&10. . 5V power supply 
11&12 . . 15Vpowersupply 

Figure A. 10: Layout for PCB boards: relay circuit and power supply lines 
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Ribbon Cable Connector (Top view, on X-carriage) 
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7. Microswitch Relay 
8. Microswitch Relay 
9. Microswitch Relay 
10&12. Input to Top Motor (from PWM(Top)) 
11&13. Input to Top Motor(from PWM(Top)) 
14&16. Input to Y-Motor (from PWM(Y)) 
15&17. Input to Y-Motor (from PWM(Y)) 
18. Ground 
19. - 5V Power Supply 
20. +5V Power Supply 
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Connector Number 

1. Signal from Sensor A 
2. Signal from Sensor B 
3. Signal from Sensor C 
4. Signal from Sensor D 
5. Signal from Potentiometer 
6. Signal from Encoder(y) 
7. Microswitch Relay Terminal 
8. N/C 
9. N/C 
10&12. Input to Top Motor (from PWM(Top)) 
11&13. Input to Top Motor(from PWM(Top)) 
14&16. Input to Y-Motor (from PWM(Y)) 
15&17. Input to Y-Motor (from PWM(Y)) 
18. Ground 
19. - 5V Power Supply 
20. +5V Power Supply 
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Figure A. 11, Layout for PCB boards: ribbon cable jacks and other connectors 
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B. 1 Electrical Circuits Diagrams 

Circuit diagrams used in the Shaky Hand construction stage are shown. 

B. 1.1 Original Sensor System 

GND +16V O/PD O/P c O/P A O/P B -15V 

insors 

Figure B. 1: Coil sensor signal amplifier with trimmers [1] 
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Cý---Jjj 

Figure B. 2: RMS-DC converting circuit [1) 
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B. 1.2 Revised Sensor System 

Power Supply Circuits 
±5V Differential amplifiers (OP467), demodu- 

lator (AD630), optical encoders, poten- 
tiometer 

+15V PWM (LM3524) 
+20V H-bridge (3952SB) 
GND All 

Table B. l: Power supply assignment 
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Output 
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Amplifier 
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AD 

Figure B. 3: Coil sensors and differential amplifiers with trimmers 
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Input from Output from demodulator 

-5v 

Figure BA: Demodulator 

Input from Input from 
demodulator A demodulator B 

Output 
low-pass 

from 
filter B 

Output 
low-pass: 

from 
fUter D 

Figure B. 5: Low pass filters 

Input from Input from 
demodulator C demodulator D 
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pýamps 
Iters) 

Figure B. 6: Revised sensor plate PCB layout 

Figure B. 7: PWM, comparator and 11-bridge circuit diagrams [1) 
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B. 2 Pictures of the PCB Designs 
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B. 3 1/0 Pin Assignment 

Pin Number Pin Description----[ -Pin Connections from/to 1/0 Board 
1 Analogue Input 0 d. c output from sensor A 
3 Analogue Input 1 d. c output from sensor B 
5 Analogue Input 2 d. c output from sensor C 
7 Analogue Input 3 d. c output from sensor D 
9 Analogue Input 4 Output from the potentiometer 
18 Analogue Ground Ground for the power supplies 
19 DACO Output Compensation of the Y-motor PWN1 circuit 
23 DAM Output Compensation of the X-motor PWN1 circuit 
25 Digital Ground Ground for the Y-shaft encoder 
26 User Clock Input 0 Clock from the Y-shaft encoder 
29 Digital Ground Ground for the X-shaft encoder 
30 User Clock Input I Clock from the X-shaft encoder 
49 Digital 1/0 Port A 

Line 0 
Phase of the Y-motor 11-bridge 

50 Digital 1/0 Port A 
Line 1 

Phase of the X-motor 11-bridge 

51 Digital 1/0 Port A 
Line 2 

Phase of the top-motor If-bridge 
1 '1 

Table B. 2: Pin assignment for 1/0 board I 

Pin Numbe in Description Pin Connections from/l 
18 Anýlogue Ground :] - 
19 DACO Output - I Compensation of top-motor I'Mi circuit 

Table 13.3: Pin wignment for 1/0 boml 2 

BA Appendix Bibliography 
[11 M Liao. Shaky hand. Msc report, Control Systems Laboratory, Intelligent Sylitculm Corol, l), 

The University of York, 200-1. 
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Nomenclature/ Glossary 

C Position of the centre of the plate 
dx Width of the top plate (distance between sensors A and B) 

dy Length of the top plate (distance between sensors A and C) 

emf Electromotive force 

C(t) Error signal at time t 

Cd Diagonal difference, one of the error outputs result(A from four sen8ors 

el Linear error ratio, one of the error outputs result(A from four sensors 

ex X-axis translational error 

e. Y-axis translational error 

eo Angular displacement error 

Ma slope of the tangent at point tit 

r(t) Reference signal at time t 

rprn Revolutions per minute 

VC Vclocity of the carriage 
ýC Acceleration of the carriage 

VCx Velocity of the X-carriage 

VC Y Velocity of the Y-carriage 

V'T Linear velocity along horizontal direction 

VY Linear velocity along vertical directlon 

VL Lateral velocity perpendicular to the track 
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VLX Lateral velocity resolved in horizontal direction 

VLY Lateral velocity resolved In vertical direction 

VS Set-point velocity of the plate 

VT Tangential velocity along the track 

VT error Velocity error along the wire track 

VTX Tangential velocity resolved in horizontal direction 

VTY Tangential velocity resolved In vertical direction 

Vx Velocity of the plate in X-direction 

VY Velocity of the plate in Y-direction 

W Position of the nearest point on the wire track from the centre of the plate 

XC X coordinate of the centrc of the plate 

XW X coordinate of the nearest point on the wire track from the Centre of tile Platc 

VC Y coordinate of the centre of the plate 

YW Y coordinate of the nearest point on the wire track from the centre of tile Platc 

A Area of windings of a coil 
AI Analogue input program of author's 1/0 software 
AO Analogue output program of author's 1/0 software 
C Capacitance of the windings of a coil 
CGP Cartesian genetic programming 
CS Control solutions program of author's 1/0 software 
DO Digital output program of author's 1/0 software 
DO,,. I,,, An integer value 
E Back electromotive force produced by the rotor movement 
ESL Effective series Inductance 

ESR Effective series resistance 
F, Force on the carriage 
Ff c Frictional force due to the rotation of the carriage at the bearIng 

CP Genetic programming 
I Electric current in a circuit 
IM Inertia of the motor armature 
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IP The moment of inertia of the plate and pickup assembly 

JV. fitness of a signal solution 

JVO fitness of 0 signal solution 

K An arbitrary constant term 

K. mp A scaling constant 
Kc,, il A scaling constant 
Kj c Gain in rotational motion due to friction In motion of the carriage 

at the bearing 

Kj I Gain In linear motion due to friction In motion of the carriage 

Kjp Viscous friction torque at the bearing of the plate 

K9 Gear box gain 
KI Conversion ratio from angle of rotation to linear dsplaceinent 

Km Electromotive force constant 
K,, A scaling constant 
Kt A scaling constant 
KD Derivative control gain 
KI Integral control gain 
Kp Proportional control gain 
Ko A scaling constant 
L Local slope of the wire track 

Lm Inductance of the motor windings 
Af AS Multi-agent system 
Ale Mass of the carriage assembly 
Mcx The mass of the carriage assembly on the X-motor 

Af CY The mass of the carriage assembly on the Y-motor 

N Number of turns of a coil 
Original Algorithms VO = (VA + V11) - (VC + VD) 

V0 = (VA + VD) - (VB + VC) 

PID Proportional +Integral +Derivative 

PIVAI Pulse width modulation 

RM Resistance of the motor windings 
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SAM Social attentive monitoring 

Sm Speed measurement program of author's 1/0 software 

STD Standard deviation 

T Sampling period 

TY I Viscous friction torque acting against the motion of the carriage 

Tf P Viscous friction torque acting against Tp 

TM Output torque of a motor 
TmTop Total torque for the theta motor 
TM xy Total torque for the X- and Y-motors 

TP Output torque of the plate 
TOFF Duration of a motor 'off' time 

TON Duration of a motor 'on' time 

(Va)aug Voltage at which makes a motor run at average speed 
VC(t) Output signal from a PID controller at time t 

VC, il Voltage Induced in an inductor 

V, emf coupled Into the Inductor 

VM Input voltage applied to the motor 
VP0t Voltage from a potentiometer 
Vt(v demnd Top-motor voltage demand 

VA Output voltage from sensor A 

VB Output voltage from sensor B 

VC Output voltage from sensor C 

VD Output voltage from sensor D 

YL demand Lateral voltage demand 

vorms rms voltage from an Inductor 

VTd,,, d Tangential voltage demand 

VX d,. nd X-motor voltage demand 

VY d,,. nd Y-motor voltage demand 

Va Lateral offset error signal 
VO Angle offset error signal 
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Ci Vertical offset of the wire measured in a frame relative to the plate 
0 The plate geometry representation 

-Y The plate geometry representation 
6 Proximity of the a. c. waveform. on the wire 
6A The distance between the sensor A and the wire 
6B The distance between the sensor B and the wire 
6C The distance between the sensor C and the wire 
JD The distance between the sensor D and the wire 
0 Angle of the plate assembly In the fixed frame 

A Relative permeability of a coil 
0 Angle of roation measured In a frame relative to the plate 

W Requency of the a. c. waveform, on the wire 

W. Angular velocity of the motor 

Cý.. Angular acceleration of the motor 

WP Angular velocity of the plate 

Cýp Angular acceleration of the plate 


